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Abstract

Design Methodologies for RF and Mixed-Signal Systems

by

lason Vassiliou

Doctor of Philosophy in Electrical Engineering and Computer Science

University of California at Berkeley

Professor Alberto Sangiovanni-Vincentelli, Chair

As the number of transistors that can be packed on a silicon die increases rapidly

following Moore's Law, it is the design andverification procedure that poses the real limit on

the complexity of modern electronic systems. Faster and more complex CAD tools are not

always enough; it is often a shift in the overall design methodology that can help exploit the

capabilities of modern IC processes. In the areaofmixed-signal and RF systems, little has

been done compared to digital. The continuing growth of the wireless telecommunication

market that includes wireless embedded systems, poses an imminent need for the develop
ment ofanalog-RF and mixed-signal design methodologies. So far analog and mixed-signal

CAD tools and methodologies are mainly addressing the design ofspecific modules, such as

operational amplifiers or analog-to-digital converters.

The methodology presented here, is based on the top-down, constraint-driven de-

sign paradigm. Key idea to that, is the hierarchical propagation of constraints based on

behavioral modeling and optimization. At each level of the design hierarchy, performance

constraints are mapped ontoconstraints on the parameters characterizing the blocks of the

subsequent level of the hierarchy. At the highest level, behavioral simulation and optimiza

tion can be used to evaluate different architectures. Once an architecture has been chosen,

the process is repeated until the layout is generated or a module meeting the constraints is

found in the library.

Based on this paradigm, to fully develop a methodology for complex RF and

mixed-signal systems, it is essential to demonstrate the design flow by examples, using

the appropriate CAD tools. Furthermore, to address the specific needs of different design



problems, it is necessary to develop tools and algorithms that fit into the framework of the

methodology.

To demonstrate the methodology for complex mixed-signal systems, we have de
signed, fabricated and tested a video driver system. New behavioralmodeling, optimization
and layout techniques have been developed orextended from existing ones, in order to pro
vide a full set oftools supporting the design ofa class ofsimilar mixed-signal systems. The
experimental results from working fabricated parts from thefirst run, validate our approach.
Tofurther expand the methodology to RF systems, a new, system-level simulator has been

developed based on Volterra series. This simulation technique addresses the need for a

generic, "black-box" characterization of RF modiiles, independent of implementation de

tails. Detailed examples are presented to validate the approach. Finally, as a vehicle to link

the methodology with the high-level design of complex communication systems, including
protocol design, the initial system-level design of a voice-mail pager is presented.

Professor Alberto Sangiovanni-Vincentelli
Dissertation Committee Chair
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Design of Complex, Mixed-Signal and RF Systems

Driven by Moore's Law, modern integrated circuit processes have provided us with

the capability of putting millions of transistors in one silicon die. To exploit this capability

for building systems which are faster, smaller in size, cheaper and far more complex in

functionality, increasingly sophisticated computer aided design (CAD) tools are being used.

Nevertheless, this is not always enough. Often, a shift in the overall design methodology

can have a much more significant impact in reducing the design cycle time and increasing

the complexity of the systems that can be handled.

A design methodology is not just a collection of CAD tools. It is the overall

procedure that the designer follows from specifications to a working design. This includes:

• The definition of the problem specifications.

• The decomposition procedure of the main problem to smaller sub-problems that axe

easier to handle.

• The definition of the CAD tools that are needed; this includes definition of desired

input and outputs at the right level of abstraction.

• Tools that support the methodology, such as behavioral simulators, optimizers, circuit

simulators and physical assembly tools.

• A well defined and understood flow that includes all the above.
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In the digital design domain, this problem has been addressed in a quite successful

way, even though deep sub-micron elfects present new challenges. Systems are specified

in a high-level description language and a hierarchical process is followed until layout is

automatically generated. This process is being continuously expanded to include higher

levels of abstraction, for example hardware-software co-design.

On the contrary, for wireless and other mixed signal systems, the bottleneck has

been the analog/RF portion. Analog design is largely heuristic and intuitive, rather than

systematic and structured. Contrary to digital signals, that can be efficiently described

by the zero/one abstraction, analog components are mainly characterized by second order

effects such as noise, distortion and mismatches. Unlike its digital counterpart, analog

circuit design is not supported by fully automatic synthesis tools. This makes the attempt

to define a generic methodology for analog circuits and systems a difficult task. Different

systems are characterized by different performance metrics and a variety of CAD tools

and methodologies is needed to address the specific nature of every design problem. For

example, S - A modulator design requires different techniques and tools than RF design.

Toaddress the need foran efficient design methodology for analog circuits, a "Top-

Down, Constraint-Driven Design Methodology" [1] has been proposed. Themethodology is
a general framework, based on hierarchical propagation ofconstraints. Its main points are:

• Top-down hierarchical propagation of constraints starting from specifications, using

behavioral simulation and optimization.

• Bottom-up hierarchical extraction and verification.

• Maximum support for automatic synthesis tools; complete automation is not possible

for every class of analog circuits.

• Consideration of testability at all stages of the design.

Several tools have been developed as a part of an on-going team research in this area:

automated layout tools for efficient layout generation of custom analog chips and modules,

simulation techniques at all levels of the design hierarchy (e.g. transistor-level simulation

and high level behavioral simulation), automatic test pattern generation for analog circuits.

So far, circuits of limited complexity have been addressed, such as D/A convert

ers [2] and A/D converters [3]. However, with the expanding wireless communication mar

ket, there is an imminent need to address the increasingly important class of RF and
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mixed-signal systems with a complete methodology that includes the necessary supporting

tools. The design of such systems is often an excessively long procedure. At the system

level, heuristics and designers' expertise is used to generate specifications for individual

blocks. Often, even though individual components work, the system fails due to inadequate

system-level simulation. To compensate, RF and analog blocks are often over-specified,

which makes the design task even harder. Due to the lack of efficient behavioral, system-

level representations and simulation tools, the exploration of alternative design solutions is

often inadequate. System-level simulation tools are often expansions of circuit simulators;

the representation of the blocks is implementation-specific that limits the designer's choice

and cause the simulation to be prohibitively inefficient. Therefore, a well-defined, more

systematic design procedure with supporting tools is needed that will reduce design time

and make more efficient use of hierarchy to explore design alternatives.

1.2 Goals of the Dissertation

The goal of this dissertation is to develop a rigorous methodology for complex

RF and mixed-signal systems. Based on the methodological framework presented in [1]

and a variety of layout, behavioral simulation and optimization tools [4] that support the

design of circuits such as operational amplifiers, D/A and A/D converters, the first step is

to design more complex systems. Thus, the design flow can be demonstrated and the tools

and techniques necessary to handle the increasingly complex hierarchy can be identified

or developed. In this work, the design and fabrication of a fuUy integrated video driver

chip is undertaken. This design example serves as a means to develop new behavioral and

optimization tools and techniques that can assist the hierarchical design of a large class

of mixed-signal systems. Since in analog circuits second order effects such as noise and

distortion are crucial to the performance of a system, those techniques should allow for the

hierarchical enforcement of constraints on such effects, from specifications to layout.

To fully develop a design methodology for RF systems, new behavioral simulation

techniques are needed. Those techniques should model aU important second order effects

and at the same time be implementation independent, so that they do not restrict the

exploration of possible implementations. Consequently, the next goal of this dissertation is

the development of such behavioral simulation techniques.

Finally, once the methodology is demonstrated for higher complexity systems and
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the necessary RF behavioral simulation tools are available, it is crucial to demonstrate the

design flow for a complex wireless system that includes RF and mixed signal portions. The

methodology for wireless systems should also include techniques to link communication

systems engineering with IC system design. A complete system-level design methodology,

should helpin effectively partitioningfunctionality among software, digital and analog hard

ware. The system-level design of a voice-mail pager presented in this work, is intended to

serve as a vehicle for investigating those issues.

1.3 Organization of the Dissertation

In chapter 2, the current state of methodologies and CAD for mixed-signal and

RF design is surveyed. Specific emphasis is given to the "Top-Down, Constraint-Driven De

sign Methodology" described in [1], that provides a foundation for this work. The complete

design flow for a video driver system ispresented in chapter 3. The fundamental design con
cepts for phase-locked loops are reviewed and the tools and algorithms used are described.

Experimental results from working fabricated parts are also presented. In chapter 4, a new

behavioral modeling and simulation tool based on Volterra series is presented, with experi
mental results to verify thevalidity oftheapproach. Chapter 5presents thehigh-level design
flow for a voice-mail pager system. This design is intended to provide a vehicle to unify

the methodology with communications system design and the PoLis hardware-software,

co-design methodology. Finally, conclusions are presented in chapter 6.



Chapter 2

Background

2.1 Mixed-Signal and RF Design

The design of analog/RF and mixed-signal systems is often an intuitive process,

sometimes considered to be an "art". A general design flow can be identifled as shown

in Figure 2.1. Starting from a set of specifications, which include performance and cost

objectives, an architecture is generated. The architecture is selected from a set of topologies

or is custom-made to meet the specifications. In general, it consists of a set of schematics

containing interconnection and parametric information of circuit elements, e.g. transistors,

resistors, capacitors and inductors.

Depending on the complexity of the system, architecture generation may be a

hierarchical process. In mixed-signal and RF systems which contain digital subsystems,

the generation of the analog and the digital architectures are generally decoupled. The

partitioning of the system functionality to digital and analog hardware, is mostly being done

heuristically and separate specifications are given to the two subsystems. For the analog/RF

subsystem, which is often the most critical part of the design, the architecture generation

process has a top-down and a bottom-up phase. Depending on how much emphasis is

given to each design phase relative to the other, a design process can be characterized as

"bottom-up" or "top-down".

In the top-down phase, high-level functional simulation or heuristic rules-of-thumb

may be used to select an architecture of macro-blocks. Such macro-blocks can be mixers,

amplifiers and filters in an RF transceiver. Even though many tools are equipped with

behavioral simulation or macromodeling capabilities, the parameters of the macro-blocks
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are often selected by using rough analytical approximations and worst-case operating con

ditions.

The detailed architecture generation is mostly a "bottom-up" process. A variety

of topologies and possibly new heuristics can be explored to identify a detailed sub-block

architecture that can meet the high-level specifications. This is typically achieved by trial

and error, using a mixture of analytical techniques and circuit simulation. Once a detailed

schematic is available, layout is generated using custom or automated techniques. Typically,

performance constraints are not strictly enforced during this phase, which causes iterations

until the extracted layout meets the performance specifications. Verification of the overall

system foUows, using information extracted from the final system layout. Ideally, full circuit

simulation has to be used. However, this is not always possible due to limitations of circuit

simulators in handling very complex systems. Due to the same limitations, for systems

containing digital subsystems, full simtdation of the combined mixed-signal system is usually

impossible. Even when it is possible, the efficiency of the simulation is limited, especially

in RF systems, due to inadequate modeling of nonidealities such as distributed RC effects

and substrate coupling. At the verification phase, design flaws are often discovered and

the designer has to modify the individual blocks or even the overall system architecture.

Once the verification is complete, the system is fabricated. Full testing of the prototype

fabricated system may be the only way to account for effects such as parasitic coupling,

noise, distortion and mismatches. The full functionality of both the analog/RF and digital

part of the system is typically verified only at this late stage.

In general, design iterations can occur at any stage of the design flow. Using

systematic, hierarchical techniques that take advantage of detailed behavioral modeling

and simulation, can minimize costly iterations at the late stages. However, due to the

inadequate behavioral modeling and constraint propagation techniques currently available,

especially in the RF and mixed-signal design domain, the design is mostly "bottom-up". As

a result, design flaws are discovered late in the design process, which significantly increases

the overall design time and time-to-market.
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2.2 Tools and Methodologies for Mixed Signal and RF Sys

tems

2.2.1 Circuit Simulation

Transistor-level simulation using Spice [5] or any SpiCE-based simulator, is the
most common CAD technique used in analog circuit design. However, for RF and mixed

signal circuits, SPICE-Iike simulators have significant limitations:

• Typically, in RF and other mixed signal circuits the.frequency of different excitations

may differ by orders ofmagnitude, causing thetransient simulation to be prohibitively
slow.

• The simulation ofharmonic intermodulation distortion may also be prohibitively slow
and inaccurate due to numerical noise.

• Noise simulation may be inaccurate, if strongly nonlinear elements are present.

• There is no accurate modeling of distributed elements.

• Modeling ofcoupling through substrate and package parasitics is typically inefficient.

• Accurate modeling of on-chip inductors is needed.

To overcome those shortcomings, various techniques have been used. Harmonic

balance [6, 7] is the most common, used for calculating the steady-state response of a
nonlinear circuit with harmonic excitations. It is based on substituting a nonlinear system
ofordinary differential equations, with an nonlinear algebraic system. The main advantage
is that simulation time does not depend on the value of the frequencies present in the
system, but rather on the number of frequencies.

In [8, 9, 10], a mixed time-frequency domain method is proposed for systems
excited byperiodical nonlinearities. Theperiodical steady-state response isfound andlinear

analysis around the periodical operating point can be used to find frequency translation

characteristics ofnonlinear modules such as mixers, including noise folding.
Multi-rate, envelope-following simulation techniques [11] use different time-scales

to simulate circuits with frequency responses separated by orders of magnitude. Using
different time variables, the transient response due to the slow component is computed
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and, at each time step, steady state analysis is used to find the response due to the fast

component.

Since RF systems are extremely sensitive to noise and currently available noise

analyses are often inadequate, there is a significant research activity for developing new

modeling and simulation techniques. [12], presents a non-Monte Carlo simulation technique

for nonlinear dynamic circuits. In [13], new simulation techniques taking into account

the effect of cyclostationary noise generation are proposed. In [14], [15] new techniques

are proposed for modeling phase noise in oscillators. Finally, in [16] the effects of noisy

oscillators driving non-autonomous circuits are examined.

An extensive overview of simulation methods for RF circuits is presented in [17].

2.2.2 System-Level Simulation

Full circuit simulation cannot be used in system design, due to prohibitive sim

ulation times. Furthermore, system simulation at the top-down phase, requires hiding

implementation details to allow for flexibility in the selection of low-level blocks.

A typical approach for system simulation, mostly at the bottom-up verification

phase, is the use of macromodels. Macromodels are extracted from circuit blocks and

try to capture as much functionality as possible with less implementation details. Even

though they can reduce overall simulation time trading off accuracy, they depend typically

on implementation details and they cannot be efficiently used for top-down design. [18]

provides an algorithm for macromodel optimization.

Many commercial simulators use analog hardware description languages, such as

Verilog-A, to add macromodeling capabilities. They can be efficient in modeling first

order functionality but they have significant shortcomings in the simulation of RF systems.

Noise modeling and analysis is simplistic, often ignoring frequency translation effects and

non-stationarity. Modeling of frequency-dependent nonlinearities may also be inaccurate.

Filters are mapped onto pole-zero implementations which may lead to long simulation times

for high-order filters. Furthermore, transient, time-domain simulation using widely spaced

harmonic excitations, as it is typical in RF systems, may also lead to excessively long simu

lation times. Harmonic-balance simulation tools equipped with macromodeling capabilities

may avoid this problem, but have limitations in simulating strongly nonlinear systems.

Customized system simulators have also been used for specific types of circuits.
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SwiTCAP [19] uses a discrete-time algorithm for frequency and time domain analysis of ideal

switched capacitor circuits. Midas [20] is used for discrete-time, functional simulation of

mixed-signal sampled systems.

Finally, time-domain macromodeling can be used in communication system simu

lators, such as Ptolemy [21] . Usually, first order functional models are used to compute

directly information such as bit error rate (BER) in a communication link. Even though they

can be useful in co-simulating digital signal processing algorithms with RF circuits, such

models do not capture all important second order effects and often depend on implemen

tation details. Those models typically have the same shortcomings with analog hardware

description language models used with time-domain transient simulation.

2.2.3 Synthesis and Design Methodologies

To accelerate the design of various analog circuit blocks, a significant amount of

research has been devoted into developing automated or semi-automated synthesis environ

ments and integrated methodologies with supportive CAD tools.

Automatic synthesis tools and integrated approaches have been mostly limited to

generating layout from specifications for specific topologies of analog circuits. Such systems

are:

• Aide2 [22], where a circuit topology described in C-language, is mapped onto a fixed

layout based on a library of subcircuits.

• Idac/Ilac [23, 24] that uses an equation-based architecture selection mechanism and

a layout synthesis procedure that allows enforcement of constraints.

• Opasyn [25], that also usesanalytical models to select between predefined operational

amplifier topologies, but includes more refined second order effects characterization.

Optimization based on equations is used for transistor sizing.

• Cadics [26], that automatically generates cyclic A/D converters from specifications.

It uses behavioral modeling in the synthesis process and performance-driven layout

toob.

• [27] presents a tool for the automatic generation of current interpolative D/A con

verters. Integer programming is used for optimization in the selection of transistor

sizes.
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Those tools are optimized for generating specific-type analog circuits of limited

complexity. Hybrid systems such as ISAID [28, 29, 30], use a mixed-approach that allows

human interaction. Hierarchy is used via macromodeling for architecture selection. Quali

tative reasoning is used to improve the initially synthesized circuit.

The Astrx/Oblx system [31, 32] uses simulated annealing optimization to se

lect circuit parameters. An inner/outer optimization loop technique is used to generate

results that are tolerant to low-level parameter variations. Complex design examples such

as pipelined A/D converters have been demonstrated.

A hierarchical approach for the design of more complex analog and mixed-signal

circuits is the Ariadne system [33, 34]. It is based on symbolic analysis and optimiza

tion. The use of analog high-level description languages is suggested in order to deal with

hierarchy.

Most of the aforementioned analog CAD synthesis tools and design environments

are limited to the design of smaU complexity circuit topologies. Hierarchy is not addressed

in a robust way and the behavioral simulation used is mostly limited to first order effects.

Finally, they are limited to the design of relatively low frequency blocks and the techniques

used cannot handle RF frequency effects.

2.2.4 RF Hierarchical Design Methodologies

The explosive growth in the area of RF communication systems has also sparked

research in methodologies and tools to address the specific needs of those systems. One of

the areas where new, robust hierarchical techniques are needed, is linking communications

systems engineering with high-level system design of RF circuits.

In [35], an optimization tool is presented for selectingparameters of RF transceivers

based on first-order models. In [36], the methodology for the design of a single-chip CMOS

transceiver is presented; system-level design is based on communication system simulators

such as Spw [37]. A hierarchical technique for linking communication system simulation in

Spw with circuit simulation in SpectreRF, capturing effects such as distortion and I/Q

mismatches, is described in [38]. In [39], Matlab is used as an environment for mixed

signal hieraxchical modeling of a wireless communication system.

Most of the tools and methodological approaches mentioned, do not provide a ro

bust behavioral modeling capability that accurately captures all non-idealities. A constraint
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propagation mechanism from specifications to layout, supported by tools at every level of

the design hierarchy, is not clearly defined.

2.3 Top-Down, Constraint-Driven Design Methodology for

Analog Circuits

2.3.1 Basic Concepts

To facilitate the design of analog circuits, a "Top-Down, Constraint-Driven Design

Methodology" has been proposed in [1]. The methodology is not an automatic CAD tool

that generates layout from specifications. It is rather intended to give the general guidelines

for a systematic hierarchical process for analog design, supported by CAD tools. It also

sets the framework for the development of appropriate CAD tools to support it.

The hierarchical, recursive process is depicted in Figure 2.2. The key idea of the

methodology is the hierarchical propagation of constraints, based on behavioral modeling

and optimization. At each level of the design hierarchy, performance constraints Pi < Ci

are mapped onto constraints on the parameters characterizing the blocks of the subsequent

level of the hierarchy. At the highest level, behavioral simulation and optimization can be

used to evaluate different architectures. Once an architecture has been chosen, the process

is repeated until the layout is generated or a module meeting the constraints is found in the

library. Throughout the hierarchy, performance degradation due to parasitics is also taken

into account. By setting a budget to the maximum allowable parasitics at every level, the

layout can be guaranteed to meet the specifications. At the "leaves" of the hierarchy, circuit

simulation and optimization can be used to select transistor sizes and, finally, constrained-

driven synthesis techniques are used to generate a layout that uses performance constraints

to control parasitics. Automatic test pattern generation is also considered hierarchically.

Behavioral modeling and simulation allow for early detection of design faults and

efficient exploration of the design space. Since models have to be estimated at high levels

in the hierarchy, a bottom-up verification is also essential to fuUy characterize components,

interconnects and parasitics. The performance of lower level blocks is extracted using circuit

simulation and then, recursively, behavioral simulation is used to fully verify the system.

Behavioral simulation and optimization are eflUcient means to perform constraint propa

gation but any other hierarchical method is acceptable. The overall goal is to guarantee
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that, once the constraints on the blocks of the lower levels of the hierarchy are met, the

higher-level specifications are also met.

If optimization is used to perform high-level mapping, a well defined measure of

"optimality" is needed. Since blocks are described only with behavioral parameters and

no specific implementation is assumed, typical measures such as power or area cannot be

used. The goal of the overall design methodology is to accelerate the design cycle and

reduce the time-to-market. The concept of a "flexibility function" [1] is the high-level,

heuristic measure of optimality that reflects this goal. The flexibility of a high-level design

parameter is a measure of what degree of difficulty the designer attributes to achieving a

certain value for that design parameter. Thus, by selecting to maximize the overall flexibility

of the design, given by a weighted sum of the individual flexibilities, the optimization goal

becomes the maximization ofthe "easiness" of the design, leading to a faster time-to-market.

Figure 2.3 shows an example of a hyperbolic flexibility function. A very low value of the

parameter is very hard to achieve (e.g. noise) so a very low flexibility is attributed while

higher values of the parameter are easier to achieve.

Using the notion of flexibility, an optimization problem can be defined to map

high-level specifications to lower-level building block constraints:
n

max ^flexi{xi)
1=1

S.t, Pl(XuX2,...Xn) < Ci

•' '^n) ^ Ck (2*1)

Constraints are typicallychecked using behavioralor circuit simulation. At the lowest leaves

ofthe hierarchy, when transistor sizes areselected, power or areacanbeused asoptimization

goals. A variety of optimization algorithms and behavioral or circuit simulators may be

needed to apply the methodology to different classes of analog circuits.

Design examples haveshown that using the hierarchical methodology with efficient

CAD tools, can have significant advantages:

• acceleration of overall design cycle,

• high probability of working chips from the first fabrication iteration,

• faster exploration of the overall design space.
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2.3.2 Tools Supporting the Methodology

To support the application of the methodology to a variety of analog circuits, a

number of CAD tools have been developed: constraint-driven analog layout tools, statistical

behavioral simulators for data converters, mixed-signal event-driven behavioral simulators,

specialized noise simulators and automatic test pattern generators.

2.3.2.1 Constraint-Driven Layout

In [40], the foundation of a constraint-driven layout methodology is presented.

Linear sensitivity analysis is used to generate layout parasitic constraints using quadratic

programming. Based on this approach, [41], [42] present an extensive suite of tools including

stack generation, placement, routing, compaction and extraction.

The layout generation itself is hierarchical. The basic steps are the following:

• A set of high-level specifications, such as transistor sizes and performance constraints,

are translated into parasitics' constraints, using a-priori estimated bounds on the

parasitics. The constraint generation tool, Parcar, uses optimization to maximize

the flexibility of the parasitics [40]. Higher parasitic values are attributed higher

flexibilities since they are easier to achieve, thus overall flexibility maximization leads

to ease of implementation. Circuit sensitivities are used to evaluate performance

degradation due to parasitics.

• Physical size, symmetry and parasitics' constraints are used by the module generation
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and placement tool (Puppy-A) to generate placed transistor stacks [43], [44]. Again

sensitivities are used to evaluate performance degradations and simulated annealing

optimization is used to achieve an optimal placement of stacks.

• Routing is performed by Road [45], a maze router based on the A* algorithm that uses

sensitivities to generate weights for the cost function driving the area router. Symme

try constraints are also taken into account. A tool for RF and microwaverouting that

takes into account capacitive and inductive parasitics, interconnect discontinuities and

substrate losses, is presented in [46].

• Compaction is performed by the one-dimensional symbolic compactor Sparcs-A, de

scribed in [47]. The tool enforces analog-speciiic constraints combining a Constraint-

Graph algorithm and a linear program.

• Finally, extraction techniques are implemented in Estpar, described in [42]

A complete layout methodology for mixed-signal circuits including substrate cou

pling effects is described in [48]. Substrate coupling simulation techniques [49] are used to

generate performance sensitivities with respect to a specific placement.

2.3.2.2 Simulation and Testing

Behavioral simulation is essential for the application of the methodology. Unlike

digital, analog circuits are characterized by a variety of second order effects, such as noise

and mismatches. To capture the effects characterizing different classes of analog circuits,

a variety of behavioral modeling and simulation techniques is needed. Behavioral models

have to capture all the important effects and, at the same time, be independent of imple

mentation details. In the context of the methodology, work in behavioral simulation has

been concentrated into developing techniques for specific sub-classes ofanalog circuits, such

as data converters and phase-locked loops.

In [50], [51], a behavioral representation for Nyquist-rate data converters is pre

sented, that includes nonlinear effects and statistical variations. The representation is based

on the calculation of the variance-covariance matrix of the high-level statistical parameters.

In [52], a non-Monte Carlo behavioral noise simulation technique for sampled data systems

is described.
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For the behavioral simulation of phase-locked loops, a mixed-signal, event-driven

simulator has been developed [53]. A mixed representation of the PLL building blocks is

used, consisting of state equations to characterize continuous variables and state transition

tables to characterize digital circuits. An iterative solution algorithm is used to minimize

numerical noise. Estimation of timing jitter is done using Monte Carlo simulation.

Behavioral models are used in [54] for the design ofoptimal tests for D/A convert

ers. In [55], a hierarchical methodology for statistical characterization of mixed-signals sys

tems based on behavioral modeling is presented. The statistical distributions of higher-level

parameters are directly calculated from lower-level technology parameters, using behavioral

modeling, principal component analysis and response surface methodology.

Efficient transistor-level noise simulation is essential for the correct characteriza

tion of analog and RF circuits. In [56, 12], a non-Monte Carlo circuit-level noise simulator

is presented. It is based on solving nonlinear, stochastic differential equations in the time

domain.

2.3.3 Design Examples

Design examples are essential for demonstrating the design flow and illustrating

the benefits of any methodology. Thus, great effort has been devoted into designing and

fabricating real-world, industrial strength examples. In [2], the design flow for a 10-bit,

current-source interpolative D/A converter is presented, supported by experimental results

from fabricated chips. The design flow is based on the behavioral simulation techniques

discussed in [51] and optimization. The automatic analog layout techniques previously

discussed, are also used. One of the great benefits demonstrated, is the fast re-design of a

specific type of analog circuit,once the design flow is established. In [2], a great acceleration

of the design cycle was achieved for a second design and fabrication iteration of the D/A

converter with different specifications. In [3], the design flow of a yet more complicated

system, such as a S —A A/D converter, is presented. Again, behavioral simulation (based

on Midas [20]) and optinodzation techniques are used. Experimental results from fabricated

chips validate the approach.
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2.4 Summary

The design of analog RF and mixed-signal systems, presents formidable challenges

to the designer. The design is time-consuming and efficient techniques for the acceleration

of the overall design cycle are needed. Current CAD tools and methodologies, do not fully

address those challenges. The methodology presented in [1], provides a framework that

can be expanded with the development of appropriate tools and techniques, to develop an

efficient methodology to help accelerate the design cycle of those systems.
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Chapter 3

Top-Down Design of a Video

Driver System

3.1 Introduction

The primary goal of this work is to develop a hierarchical design methodology for

complex analog/RF, mixed-signal systems, based on the top-down, constraint-driven design

paradigm [1], [4]. To achieve this goal, it is crucial to undertake the design of complex,

practical commercial systems and prove that increased complexity can be handled with a

well-defined, hierarchical design flow supported by the necessary CAD tools. The design

of the video driver system presented in this chapter, serves this objective. The system is

similar to a Ramdac [57] with an on-chip programmable Phase-Locked Loop (PLL) clock

generator and is far more complex than the circuits previously demonstrated using the

top-down, constraint-driven design methodology [2], [3].

Unlike digital systems, which can always be described by a zero/one abstraction,

the functionality of analog and mixed-signal systems is described by different performance

metrics, depending on the system. Thus, each expansion of the methodology to higher com

plexity systems, requires identifying or developing the appropriate behavioral simulation,

optimization, layout and verification tools. To define a design flow for this system, new

behavioral modeling, optimization and layout techniques have been developed or extended

from existing ones. This set of tools and techniques can support the design of a class of

similar mixed-signal systems.
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In this chapter, the full hierarchical design flow is presented, from system-level

speciflcations to working fabricated parts. Illustrating the design flow, implies deflning a

systematic constraint propagation mechanism. At the high-level synthesis phase, emphasis

is given at the PLL behavioral models and simulation techniques. The setup of the PLL

optimization problem that performs the constraint mapping, together with the optimiza

tion algorithm, are described in detail. The novelty of the design approach includes a jitter

constraint which is set at the system level and mapped hierarchically onto circuit level con

straints. Typically, simulation and usually at the circuit level only, if any, is used to verify

the performance at the bottom of the hierarchy, thus causing expensive design iterations.

Followingthe high-level PLL design, the voltage-controUed oscillator (VCO) synthesis phase

is depicted, with focus on the optimization approach that takes into account layout para-

sitics. The layout constraints generated at the circuit level are enforced during the VCO

layout synthesis phase. Detailed extraction of the sub-blocks and behavioral system-level

simulation is used for the verification of PLL performance. Experimental results from the

first fabrication run, show that the chip meets the speciflcations.

3.2 System Description

Video driver systems such as Ramdac [57] or similar [58, 59, 60, 61] have become

indispensable modules in the PC and workstations graphics. The function of a Ramdac is

to convert a set of colors, 2", into another set of colors, 2*", using a RAM look-up table and

convert the output word into analog signal for the display. Typically n = 8, m = 24, so 256

out of 16 million possible colors can be viewed at the same time. An external oscillator can

be used to provide the clocks required. However, integration of a programmable frequency

synthesizer on the same die with the Ramdac [62], further reduces the cost and gives the

flexibility of using the same chip in different systems.

The video driver system we chose to implement includes three basic subsystems:

first is the frequency synthesizer PLL, second are three D/A converters and third a dig

ital interface file register for loading the D/A converters and programming the frequency

synthesizer. This system is similar to a Ramdac except that the SHAM lookup table is

not implemented. It resembles commercial systems such as ChronDAC [62] which include

a programmable clock generator. A general block diagram of the system is shown in Fig

ure 3.1. In this system, the PLL functions as a programmable clock generator, synthesizing
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Figure 3.1: Display Driver System Diagram

the various dot clocks required for different screen resolutions. The D/A converters generate

the output currents required for the red, green, and blue signals to the monitor.

The system is shown in detail in Figure 3.2. A parallel addressing interface is

being used to load the 3 double eight-bit buffers containing the digital words corresponding

to the red, green, blue signals for the display. The "blank" pulse forces the three outputs to

zero. To test the limits of the performance of the display, each pixel can alternate between

two different colors at the highest speed of the clock. The digital words used to control

the programmable dividers are also loaded through the same addressing scheme. The clock

generator produces the necessary signals for the vertical and horizontal sweep of the display.

To complete the system, an external video memory and a "sync" pulse generator may be

used.

3.2.1 System Specifications

Crucial to the performance of the system are the speed and resolution of the D/A

converters as well as the frequency range and timing jitter of the frequency synthesizer. The

specifications for the system are summarized in Table 3.1 and are intended to be typical

to state-of-the-art for PC and workstation graphics Typical commercial systems [62]

cover low-end PCs to high resolution workstations, giving a frequency range of 25MHz to

136MHz. The timing jitter specification of 1% of the duty cycle is also typical [62, 61]. A

number of discrete frequencies needs to be generated that correspond to different display

standards. An Ifim Mosis HP process and a 5 volt supply are set as implementation

^for 1993 when the system was conceived
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constraints.

Type Specification Value

Performance Output Frequencies 25 to 135 MHz

Timing jitter <1%
Video signal INL < ILSB

Video signal DNL < 0.5 LSB

DAC resolution 8 bits

Operation Supply voltage 5 V

Technology Spice models HP CMOS34

Design rules SCMOS

Table 3.1: Video Driver System Specifications

3.3 Overview of High-Level Synthesis Path

23

The design hierarchy for the system is highlighted in Figure 3.3. The first level of

hierarchy divides the video driver into the following basic system components: three D/A

converters, a PLL, and a digital subsystem that contains a data and control path to handle

the incoming pixel data, as well as registers to control the frequency of the PLL output. The

constraints of Table 3.1 can be trivially decomposed into D/A and frequency synthesizer

constraints, since there is no interaction between D/A and PLL performance, except the

loading from the parasitic capacitances. The D/A synthesis hierarchy stops after the D/A

constraints are given, since an automatic module generator [63] is used. For the digital

interface standard cells are used, as well as automatically synthesized cells using Sis [64].

The fully hierarchical method used for the PLL design is described in detail from

high-level design to layout, in sections 3.4, 3.5, 3.6. Behavioral modeling and optimization

techniques are used, to map high-level performance constraints, onto constraints for PLL

building block parameters. At the bottom of the hierarchy, optimization and circuit simula

tion are used to select parameters for the voltage-controlled oscillator (VCO), which is the

most critical PLL building block. At every level of the hierarchical design, constraints are

imposed onto routing parasitics, in order to account for the performance degradation after

the final layout is done. In section 3.7 the bottom-up hierarchical verification procedure is

presented and finally, experimental results are shown in section 3.8.
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3.4 Phase-Locked Loop Hierarchical Design

3.4.1 PLL Architecture and Specifications

The architecture selected for the PLL is a charge-pump PLL using a ring oscillator

VCO (Figure 3.4). This is one of the most popular architectures for CMOS dock generators

and is also used in [61, 65, 62, 66]. The main advantage is that it does not require any

external components and can be easily integrated in a cheap CMOS process.

The function of a charge-pump PLL can be briefly described as follows:

1. The phase frequency detector (PFD) compares the input reference frequency Frefl^i

to the output of the voltage controlled oscillator (VCO) which is divided by n.

2. A pulse equal to the duration of the phase difference between the two compared signals

is generated to control the charge-pump;
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3. The current from the charge pump is integrated on the low pass filter ("loop filter")

to control the VCO frequency.

4. The loop forces the signal generated by the VCO to have equal phase and frequency

with the reference signal. Thus, by changing the divider values, various integer frac

tions of the input clock can be realized:

N
Fout =

MK
^ref (3.1)

The last divider by K is used so that the PLL operating frequency range required is reduced.

As a reference, an external crystal oscillator is used and the divider values needed for

the various output frequencies are selected so that the desired operating frequencies are

generated precisely. Table 3.2 summarizes the divider values that correspond to the desired

output frequencies.

The efficient high-level design of a PLL requires a high degree of analog design

expertise and can be an extremely time-consuming task. A brief analysis of PLL design

fundamentals presented in the following section illustrates those difficulties and gives the

foundation for the behavioral models used in this work.
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Fin (MHz) Font N M K

25.175 176 25 4

30.24 169 20 4

31.5 88 10 4

36 101 20 2

40 95 17 2

44.9 69 11 2

14.318 50 70 10 2

64 152 17 2

65 118 13 2

75 89 17 1

80 95 17 1

86 60 10 1

127 133 15 1

135 132 14 1
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Table 3.2: Frequency Synthesizer Divider Values

3.4.2 Phase-Locked Loop Design Fundamentals

A simplified PLL block diagram is shown in Figure 3.5. Typically, a PLL consists

of a Phase Detector (PD), a Loop Filter and a Voltage Controlled Oscillator (VCO).

The phase of the reference signal jFi„ is compared to the VCO signal Fyco by the

PD. The output of the PD is typically proportional to the phasedifference of the twosignals

and after being filtered, is applied to the VCO control voltage. The negative feedback loop

is adjusting the VCO voltage so that the two compared signals have the same phase.

Phase Detector

Vc
Fref Loop Filter

Fvco

VCO

Figure 3.5: PLL Simplified Diagram
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3.4.2.1 PLL Linearized Analysis

Even though a PLL is a feedback system that exhibits a strongly non-linear be

havior, a linearized analysis can provide significant design intuition [67]. Assuming that:

• the PD output for small phase differences is given by

Vd = IQ'{9i-eo) (3.2)

where is the input phase, Oq is the VCO phase and Kd is a constant,

• the transfer function of the loop filter is F{s),

• and the output frequency of the VCO is given by:

Wvco(s) = 0Jo + Ko- K(5) (3.3)

it can be easily proved that the PLL transfer function is given by:

9o rj/ \ Ko'Kd'F{s) /o A\

The quantity

BW = Ko' Kd (3.5)

is also referred to as "PLL bandwidth*'. The precise form of the transfer function depends

on the type of the loop filter and phase detector used.

The linearized PLL analysis can give some insight to the operation of the system

in steady-state, modeling it as a phase transfer function in the s-domaln. Finding the poles

and zeros can help analyze the stability of the system in steady-state. However, the behavior

of the loop is quite non-linear when the system is not "locked" to the applied input. To

compute the "acquisition"time ^ the best method is to resort to simulation that can be

extremely CPU intensive, even for simple behavioral models.

3.4.2.2 Analysis of Charge Pump PLLs

The principal advantages of charge-pump PLLs over conventional PLLs using a

multiplying phase detector are extended frequency range of operation and low cost. The

main difference with conventional PLLs is the use of a sequential digital phase/frequency

the time it takes for the PLL to lock after a change of the input frequency
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detector (PFD) that converts differences in the phase of the pulses which are being compared

into digital waveforms. A charge-pump circuit is used to convert the digital waveform to a

control voltage for the VCO. A typical implementation of a charge-pump PLL is shown in

Figure 3.6.

A PFD is a sequential circuit that generates a digital pulse with duration equal to

the phase difference between the two compared pulses. It has three states of operation:

1. the upper pulse comes earlier and an "up" pulse is generated;

2. the lower pulse comes earlier and a "down" pulse is generated;

3. the edges of the two pulses are perfectly synchronized and no pulse is generated.

The function of a PFD can be illustrated in Figure 3.7.

The pulses generated by the PFD turn on the upper or lower current source of

the charge pump, which charges or discharges the loop filter to control the VCO control

voltage. When the "up" pulse is on, a current Ip is delivered to the loop filter, while when

the "down" pulse is on, the current delivered is —Ip. In Figure 3.6 a second order RC filter

is used.

Assuming that the phase differences between the pulses are small and the band

width of the PLL is much smaller than the input frequency, a continuous time approximation

can be used to quantify the behavior of a charge pump PLL [68]. Assuming that:
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Figure 3.7: PFD I/O Relationship

• the charge pump current is ±/p,

• the filter impedance is Zf{s),

• the VCO gain is Koy

• Oiy 00 are the input and output phases respectively,

• R,Ci, €2 are the loop filter components,

the loop transfer function can be expressed as:

2 ' IT's Ko ' Ip ' Zf{s)

If a second order loop filter is used, as in Figure 3.6, the transfer function becomes:

«i "• ' 1+ G(5)

GW = Ko-Ip 1 + s • R • Ci

+ l +e-R-^
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(3.6)

(3.7)

(3.8)

where G(s) is the open loop transfer function. From (3.8) the phase marginof the PLL can

be calculated, which gives a measure of the stability of the system. A large phase margin

is desirable to ensure stability under variations of the parameters of the building blocks.

This requires a pole at low frequency, which reduces the speed of the loop in responding to

reference input frequency changes.

The time-averaged analysis is a good initial point to consider high-level trade

offs between stability and speed. However, the true nature of the system is sampled, so a
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more detailed analysis is needed in order to reveal potential instability problems due to the

sampling operation. A z-domain analysis was performed in [68]. In the case of a second

order loop filter as in Figure 3.6, the criterion for stability is:

^ ^ /O Q\
^ . r2-7r.(l+a) 2.(l-o).(6-l)i

b'0/i'T2 ^ UJi'T2 6 -I

where:

^ f Ko'Ip'R
• ^ -—2^^

• t2 = R' Ci,

• 6=1 + C1/C2,

f a-ir-fc-i

• and a =

Stability analysis is valid when the PLL is "in lock", so changes in frequency

are small and the operation of the system with respect to phase can be considered linear.

However, during rapid changes of the input frequency, the PLL operation is quite nonlinear

and the nonlinearities of the VCO, charge-pump have to be taken into account.

First, the VCO range of operation should be able to accommodate all the fre

quencies of operation of the PLL, plus the frequency excursions due to "peaking" during

transient. Using an approximate analysis that assumes linear response of the loop, the

frequency peaking is calculated in [68]:

Another source of error can be the dead zone of the PFD, which is the minimum

phase difference to which the circuit can respond "fast enough" by generating a pulse

Charge injection from the switches may also contribute to noise at steady state and cause

instability.

To successfully account for all non-idealities, often PLL components are overde-

signed. Still, the system-level performance is not guaranteed, since the analytical techniques

used are based on approximations. Full verification using detailed simulation is typically

done at the transistor level. Due to the nature of the PLL system, where a very high

^The difTerence of the pulses is smaller thsm the delay of PFD in generating a pulse
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frequency signal may be "locking" following a very "slow" loop-filter constant, such simula

tions can be very lengthy. Even though the use of macro-models may reduce the simulation

time, transient simulation techniques are still slow due to the large separation of the time

constants typically present in a PLL.

3.4.2.3 Timing Jitter

Very critical to the performance of a PLL used as a clock generator in video drivers

is the random fluctuation of the actual phase of the clock, defined as timing jitter. Jitter

may cause noisy patterns on the screen that can be quite distracting to the human eye.

Generally, timing jitter of an oscillator is defined as the standard deviation of the period

At^=e[(T-E[T]f] (3.11)

where T is the output period, and

E[T]= iim
N—>0

N

t=l

(3.12)

is the expected value of T.

The phase jitter can be accordingly defined as:

£[0roT'] = (3.13)

In the typical case where the reference clock is a crystal oscillator, its contribution

to the overall PLL timing jitter can be ignored, since it is several orders of magnitude

smaller than the contribution of the VCO. ®

In a mixed signal environment, VCO timing jitter can be attributed to various

sources such as:

• thermal noise,

• coupling of digital noise from the power supply,

• coupling of digital noise from the substrate.

more accurate discussion on the definition of timing jitter and phase noise which is beyond the scope
of this work, can be found in [69].

^Typical values can be _ jq"® , _ jq-®.
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Diiferential circuit techniques and careful layout can be used to eliminate noise from cou

pling. However, the fundamental limit on jitter performance is set by thermal noise. In

section 3.5.1, the thermal noise jitter generation mechanism for a specific type of VCO is

described.

A qualitative analysis of the effect of VCO jitter to the system performance is

briefly the following: assuming that VCO jitter mainly depends on white thermal noise,

timing jitter at the zero-crossing of the clock waveform at any time, is a statistically in

dependent event, uncorrelated to any other jitter event at any other given point in time.

Thus, the VCO phase error grows linearly with time, if not corrected by the PLL loop [69]:

[ArvcoC?^ *F)]^ = 2•n •Ar^ (3.14)

where Arvcoi'f^' F) is the jitter of the VCO at the n-th period referred to time t = 0

and Ar is the average timing jitter added at each zero-crossing of the oscillator. In a

PLL configuration, the VCO phase error is corrected and converges to a finite value, which

depends on the speed of the loop. If the PLL bandwidth is large, the error correction

mechanism is faster, thus the jitter accumulation is smaller. The effect of the loop bandwidth

to jitter from the reference crystal is exactly the opposite; since the incoming signal is

filtered by the loop, a smaller loop bandwidth rejects more noise Typically, for PLLs

with noisy integrated VCOs and crystal reference clocks, high bandwidth does not increase

the contribution of the reference clock to the overall timing jitter in any significant manner.

In applications such as clock generation, where noise requirements are not as strin

gent as in oscillators for RF wireless communication systems, VCOs are typically imple

mented as ring oscillators. This allows easy integration in a cheap CMOS process [61, 65].

Assuming that T •< RCi and Ci >• C72, an analysis of a charge-pump PLL with a second

order passive RC loop filter is done in [70]. Given that each of the N stages of the VCO

contributes Arjv^, an expression is calculated for the PLL phase noise:

^E [Otot^ = (3.15)

where a is the PLL accumulation factor:

V^Arjv'

" V2LK,RT

^see [67] for a more quantitative analysb
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The jitter accumulation factor is proportional to the PLL bandwidth, as discussed in the

qualitative analysis above: ul ~ KoIpR, for T < RC\ and C\ > C2.

The analytical techniques for the calculation of timing jitter rely on approxima

tions. Simulation is typically based on standard AC noise analysis that does not take into

account the nonlinear change of the operating point. Alternatively, Monte-Carlo simulation

can be used which can be extremely lengthy and inaccurate due to numerical noise and

poor device modeling . As a result, verification of the overall PLL noise performance is

usually done after fabrication. This may cause significant delays in the design cycle if the

specifications are not met. The use of accurate, nonlinear device noise simulation tech

niques coupled with high-level behavioral modeling, may significantly improve the ability

to predict overall system noise performance, thus accelerating the design cyde.

3.4.3 PLL Behavioral Models and Simulation

Prom section 3.4.2, it becomes obvious that the best method to accurately predict

the behavior of a PLL is resorting to simulation. For the high-level mapping, a behavioral

description of the PLL has to be used to map specifications onto constraints for the VCO,

loop filter, charge-pump and PFD. It is important however, that the behavioral models are

implementation independent and capture all the important second order effects determining

the performance of analog circuits. Our description is based on the behavioral modeling

and simulation techniques presented in [53, 69].

The continuous-time modules of the PLL are described by a set of differential

equations:

fig.

^ = 2x/,(0 (3.17)dt

dVc _ Ipeff 1

where:

(3.18)
dt C2 RC2 RC2

(3.19)
dt RC RC

dt

dO-
= 2'KF{Vc{t))nd Vi,i = l...Tid (3.20)

= ST-I^{l +^.ST)-ST^ (3.21)
J-p ^out

F(Vc(t)) = Fo+ KoVc (3.22)
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The state variables Vc, 14, 9j represent the phase of the input clock, the VCO control

voltage, the voltage on capacitor C and the phases of the nj, VCO delay stages respectively.

i^(Vc(f)) is the instantaneous VCO frequency and is assumed to be a linear function when

behavioral simulation is performed at the top-down phase. More accurate, higher order

models are used at the bottom-up verification phase, once the performance of the VCO is

extracted using transistor-level simulation. Finally, ST =0, -1,1, depending on the state of

the PFD. Generally, digital circuits are represented by state transition tables.

The behavioral representation of timing jitter is crucial for our design, since it was

used as an initial system constraint. The most fundamental timing jitter noise source is the

thermal noise of the electronic circuits, which causes uncertainty in the digital waveform

transitions. Assuming that the other timing jitter sources have been dealt with, timing

jitter of circuit components can be attributed exclusively to thermal noise and be modeled

as a white Gaussian random process. In addition to that, we can assume that when the

system is in lock, the noise is small enough so that it does not drive the system out of lock.

Based on those assumptions, the overall PLL jitter is predicted by adding random noise at

the time of each VCO transition. Once a transition is detected by the simulator at time

t a white Gaussian random variable Tjut is added which corresponds to the VCO timing

jitter as defined by (3.11). Thus the exact transition point becomes:

tfran —^"h Tjitt (3.23)

To find the PLL timing jitter the resulting waveform from the Monte-Carlo sim

ulation is processed [53]. A complete listing of the behavioral parameters used is given in

Table 3.3.

Based on those models, a mixed-signal simulator was developed in [53]. The sim

ulation is based on an iterative algorithm to find the exact switching point of the digital

waveform. The step can be arbitrarily reduced once a phase transition is computed, in

order to achieve the necessary accuracy to simulate timing jitter.

Each one of the PLL performance constraints is generally a function of the vari

ables described above. However, an optimization problem including all the parameters

would be unnecessarily complicated, since many have little or no effect on the system per

formance. Given a particular technology, they could be chosen ad-hoc without affecting

the "optimality" of the design. In the case of the VCO, given the CMOS technology usqd,

^This occurs when the phase is a multiple of x, ^ =: n •«-
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Module Parameter name Description

VCO Ko
Fo
AT

T

^Kntn
Ymax

Voltage to frequency gain
Center frequency

Timing jitter
Lower saturation Voltage
Upper saturation Voltage

Charge-pump

h

Hlin
Raat

Yaatup
Ysailo

nominal charge-pump current

up and down current mismatch

linear region resistance
saturation region resistance

upper source saturation voltage
lower source saturation voltage

Loop Filter R

Cl,C2

Resistor value

Capacitor values
PFD

tdead-zone

id

State transition table

Dead zone

Delay
Divider td Delay

Table 3.3: PLL High Level Parameters
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typical values can be easily chosen for Vmin-, Pmos- The VCO center frequency Fo, can be set

at the middle of the desired frequency range. Behavioral parameters of the charge-pump,

such as Riint Raaty may also be chosen ad-hoc, since they are fundamentally limited

by the technology and small improvements do not affect the system performance. Delays

in the digital dividers are technology-limited and do not have any significant effect on the

system performance. Finally, the PFD dead zone problem can be eliminated at the expense

of introducing a small steady-state leakage current, as shown in 3.5.3. Typical values of

those parameters were used in behavioral simulation. By varying the values, no significant

change in the performance was noticed, thus it was decided that they should not be used

as optimization variables, in order to reduce the complexity of the problem.

Selecting "manually" the parameters which do not affect optimality does not in

validate the top-down approach. Those values will be constraints for the next levels of

hierarchy and once met, the use of accurate behavioral simulation can guarantee the sys

tem performance. Table 3.4 summarizes the parameters that were chosen ad-hoc.
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Module Parameter name Value

vco Fo 100 MHz

Vfnin 1.8 V

Ymax 5 V

Charge-pump Aip

Ip 5%

Hsat 2 MD

Vsatup 4.8 V

Ysatlo 0.2 V

PFD tdead-zone 0

id 2 nsec

Divider id 2 nsec
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Table 3.4: Constant High Level PLL Parameters

3.4.4 High Level Optimization Objective

To determine the remaining parameters which are crucial to the PLL performance,

optimization can be used. Since blocks are described by behavioral parameters and no

specific implementation is assumed, typical optimality measures such as power or area

cannot be used. Power and area constraints at the system-level impose significant limitations

to the individual blocks, thus making the design goals harder to achieve. Such constraints

can be imposed at the individual blocks at the bottom of the hierarchy. Since the goal of the

methodology is to accelerate the design cycle by making the design goal easier to achieve,

the concept of the "flexibility function" [1], described also in section 2.3, can be used.

The flexibility of a high-level design parameter is a measure of what degree of

difficulty the designer attributes to achieving a certain value for that design parameter.

Thus, by selecting to maximize the overall flexibility of the design, given by a weighted sum

of the individual flexibilities, the optimization goal becomes to maximize the "ease" of the

design. Making the low-level parameters "easier" leads to faster design cycles and reduces

the time to market, which is the goal of the methodology. Two types of functions were

used, one hyperbolic and one parabolic:

flexi{x) = -ax^ -I- c

flex2{x) = -I- c
X

(3.24)

(3.25)

The hyperbolic type is used when a higher value of the parameter is harder to meet while

the parabolic is used when the opposite is true. In the case of the parabolic function, the
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flexibility type Parameter name "Easy" "Hard"

parabolic yjATyQQ @140 MHz 7 psec 1.4 psec

hyperbolic Ko 50 MHz/V 80 MHz/V
h 20 pA 200 pA
R,Ci,C2 0.05 mm? 0.1 mm^

S -20
X
0)

Table 3.5: Flexibility Coefficients

0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14

VCO jitter (psec)

Figure 3.8: ArvcOrms Flexibility Function
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intuitive criterion is that a zero parameter value is almost impossible to achieve, while for

higher parameters it becomes easier and for high enough values the flexibility "increase" is

insigniflcant. The opposite is true for the hyperbolic function.

The criterion used to build the flexibility functions was attributing a value of

fl€x(x) = —10 for a parameter value that is "hard" to obtain and flex(x) = 0 for a param

eter value that is "easy" to obtain. The coefficients are subsequently calculated by solving

(3.24), ( 3.25). Weights on the flexibility functions for the individual high-level parameters

are determined by trial and error, depending on the optimization results (they are itera-

tively adjusted so that the optimization result seems "easy" to the designer). Table 3.5

summarizes the values used for the flexibility functions of the high-level PLL parameters.

The flexibility functions for pajameters ArvcOrma and Kq are shown in Figures 3.8, 3.9.
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60 80 100

VCO gain(MHzA/)

Figure 3.9: Ko Flexibility Function
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3.4.5 High Level Optimization Problem Formulation

The constraints for the PLL performajice can be derived directly from Tables 3.1,3.2.

The first constraint refers to stability at aJl combinations of divider values. However, if sta

bility has to be checked at each operating frequency, the optimization problem can be

unnecessarily complex. From (3.9), stability can be guaranteed at all intermediate oper

ating frequencies, once guaranteed at the lowest frequency ®. At high frequencies, VCO

"overload"® can affect the stability of the system. Consequently, after verifying those as

sumptions using behavioral simulation, only two extreme frequencies for the VCO were used

in the optimization process. To ensure stabUity, a maximum lock time constraint Tacq is

used.

The second critical constraint is timing jitter. Following the analysis presented in

section 3.4.2.3, only the worst case for jitter accumulation was considered. This occurs is

at the lowest value of the VCO gain (highest divider n value).

Finally, it is very critical for any circuit design optimization problem to yield a

result that is tolerant to parameter variations. For example, typical R, C variations due

^This is verified by extensive behavioral simulation
^This refers to the case where the VCO cannot respond to change of the input voltage due to limited

operating range
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Type PLL input Frequency N-divider VCO frequency Value

Stability 0.56 MHz 100 56 MHz

250 140 MHz
£^T

T 0.56 MHz 250 140 MHz < 0.007

Phase Margin >45®
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Table 3.6: PLL Specifications

to the fabrication process can be as high as 30% of the nominal value. In the high-level

optimization problem this was taken into account indirectly, by adding a phase margin

constraint. This can be calculated by considering the linearized open-loop equation for the

PLL ( 3.8). A phase margin of 45® was found to be adequate to verify stability under typical

parameter variations.

All PLL constraints are summarized in Table 3.6. Constraints have been tightened

with respect to the ones of Table 3.1 in order to provide for an extra safety margin.

Given the above constraints, the high level optimization problem can be expressed

as:

max flexi{xi)
i=l

S.t. T(icq(^X\fX2i'''XnjC^ ^ Tjj

PM{Xi,X2i. . .XnyC) > 45*^

^rpLLUO MHz(^U^2,'--XnyC) < bO pSCC

•max

to

(3.26)

(3.27)

(3.28)

(3.29)

where n is the number of parameters used in the optimization: Kq-,^tvco-)IpiP">Ci.,C2-

A number of other parameters, such as charge-pump output resistances, digital

delays and current mismatches, which have a minimal effect to the PLL performance and

can be manually selected, are represented by vector c.

3.4.6 High Level Optimization Algorithm

To solve the above optimization problem, a non-linear optimization method should

be used. There are several methods in the literature dealing with nonlinear optimization,

typically gradient methods that use first or second derivative information of the constraint

and objective functions. Such methods are used in nonlinear optimization software like

Minos [71].
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Typical disadvantages of many non-linear optimization algorithms are:

• The values of the first and second order derivatives must be very accurate for the

method to converge. When simulators are used to calculate the constraint functions,

finite accuracy can cause large errors in the first and second order derivatives.

• Depending on the initial point used, the algorithm may find a local minimum or

maximum.

• Often the gradients of the constraint function are not defined outside the feasible

region, as in the case of the PLL where we cannot define timing jitter when the

system is unstable.

One solution can be the use of simiilated annealing, as in [72]. The drawback is

that such a solution can be computationally too expensive. Furthermore, it does not use

the inherent gradient behavior of circuit performance parameters, thus discarding useful

information that can accelerate the optimization process.

A quite efficient method that can be used when the gradient computation is in

herently inaccurate, is the supporting hyperplane algorithm, also used in [63], [2]. The

algorithm can be used to solve any problem of the form:

minimize c^x

subject to g(x) < 0 (3.30)

where:

• X € ^7'',

• g(x) e EP,

• gii'x.) are continuously differentiable functions

• the space defined by the constraints g(x) is convex.

The algorithm works as follows: After an initial feasible point is given, an un

constrained optimization is performed. Then, the non-linear constraints are checked and

if the solution point Pq is feasible then the algorithm stops and the solution is a global

minimum. If a constraint gi is violated, then the point is found on the line joining
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Figure 3.10: Supporting Hyperplajie Method

the initial feasible point Pq and the last solution Pk+i, that lies on the boundary of the

feasible region S. Then a linear constraint is added such as:

V9j(»k+l)(x - "k+l) < 0 (3.31)

Followingthat, the linearized constrained optimization problem is solved again. This process

is repeated until a global minimum is found that meets the non-linear constraints. The

algorithm is depicted graphically in Figure 3.10. The key idea is to approximate the feasible

space with a polytope, using the tangent hyperplanes at the border points of the feasible

space. Then, the linear problem is solved using linear optimization techniques.

Principal advantages of this method are:

• Only first derivative information is needed to compute the equations for the tangent

plane. Thus, the problem created by simulator inaccuracies is smaller than in methods

using second derivative information.

• Derivatives are only needed inside the feasible space, where the constraint functions

are well defined. In the case of the PLL a great problem is eliminated, since the jitter

constraint is not defined when the system is unstable.

• The linear subproblem can be solved easily and efficiently by employing a linear op

timization tool, in this case Minos [71].
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• Provided that the feasible space is convex, a global optimum is guaranteed.

The most significant disadvantage of the method is that in most circuit design

problems, convexity cannot be guaranteed. Given the complexity of circuit design problems,

often described by hundreds or thousands of ordinary difierential equations, it is impossible

to verify convexity in most practical cases. However, the algorithm has been found to work

in many complex problems [63], [2]. Typically, when the algorithm fails to converge due to

inconvexity, the following strategies may render the solution space convex:

1. reduction of the number of optimization variables,

2. reduction of the range of values for each optimization variable.

This strategy was followed in the PLL high-level optimization and a solution was achieved.

The algorithm may also fail when gradients' computation is not accurate due to

the numerical noise of the simulator. This may cause the new added constraint not to

exclude the last non-feasible optimal, putting the algorithm in an infinite loop. It can also

cause the complete elimination of the feasible region as in the case of non-convex problems.

Great care has been taken to avoid as much as possible the above problems. Since

the derivatives are calculated using finite differences, the step for the finite difference is large

enough to eliminate the effect of simulator inaccuracy. However, the steps must be taken

always towards the feasible direction otherwise the algorithm may wander in the infeasible

region where the constraint functions are undefined. The step of the algorithm starts with a

high default value and is reduced if the problem is infeasible. If the step is reduced beyond

the limit where the difference is higher than the simulator error, a different point is used

for drawing the tangent plane which is more "inside" the feasible region. This process may

cause loss of optimality but makes the algorithm more robust.

The pseudocode for the optimization algorithm is depicted in Figure 3.11. This al

gorithm wasused in both optimizations donefor the PLL design, the high level optimization

and the VCO circuit optimization.

3.4.7 High Level Optimization Implementation

To solve the optimization problem,a C+-1- interfacewith the Mings [71] optimiza

tion package was used. The supporting hyperplane algorithm was implemented separately

in C-1-+ using Minos as a linear solver.
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set JnitiaUFeasible-point;

repeat

doJinear-optimization;.

foreach nonJinear-constraint

check-constraint;

if not-feasible

find_border_point_binary-search;

compute-gradients;

add-newJinear-constraint;

until optimalJs-feasible

Figure 3.11: Optimization Algorithm

The phase margin constrained expressed by (3.28), was analytically evaluated

using (3.8). Stability and timing jitter constraints were calculated using a modified version

of the behavioral simulation tool described in [53] that uses all the models discussed in

section 3.4.3. If instability is detected during the timing jitter simulation, the simulated

point is in the infeasible region and as a result, no gradients need to be computed. According

to (3.15), (3.16), higher PLL bandwidth results to lower jitter. However, from 3.8 it can

be seen that high bandwidth can make the system unstable. Since low jitter has a high

"flexibility" as described in 3.4.4, the optimization algorithm tends to "push" the solution

close to the instability region. To avoid this problem a tight phase margin constraint

is added. In order to speed up the optimization, the phase margin constraint is always

computed first and only if satisfied, the timing jitter constraint is calculated using behavioral

simulation. The parameter values for the initial feasible point needed by the supporting

hyperplane algorithm were selected by using behavioral simulation.

The supporting hyperplane algorithm needs a convex feasible space in order to

guarantee convergence. In the case of the PLL, using the parameters of Table 3.5 and the

constraints of (3.29) results in a non-convex feasible space. To avoid this problem, the

value of parameter Kq was held constant and separate optimizations were performed for

different values of Kq. Since the VCO parameters suffer from large temperature and process
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Optimization results

Parameters Ko (MHz/V) 35 40 50 60

^TvCOrms (psec) 3.1 3.33 3.46 3.33

h (pA) 18.7 15.8 14.58 11.44

R (KO.) 258.2 200.5 198.7 179.6

Ci (pF) 40 57.8 51.95 66.9

02 (pF) 5 5 5 5 5

Constraints ^rpLLvms < 50 (psec) 48.08 50.42 51.05 50.32

Phase margin < 4b(°) 43.5 43.6 43.17 44.55

Objective Flexibility 4.34 2.79 1.14 -3.11

CPU Time (sec) 7606.1 9198 11529

Iterations 11 8 8 9
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Table 3.7: Optimization Results

variations which may cause Kq to have variations of up to ±30% of the desired value, this

coarse selection of Kq does not create a problem.

3.4.8 High Level Optimization Results

Table 3.7 presents the optimization results for different values of Kq- The opti

mizations were performed on a DEC Alpha-Server 2100 5/250 with 256Mb of memory and 4

CPU's. In every case the optimization converges in not more than 11 iterations and within

reasonable computation time. Table 3.8 shows the initial points used in each optimization.

In every case, the results of Table 3.7 show a great improvement over the initial solution.

To help the algorithm converge faster, small tolerances are allowed in the constraints to

to detect if a point belongs to the "border" region. The small violation of the phase mar

gin constraint does not have any effect on the system stability as verified by behavioral

simulation using high-level parameter tolerances as high as ±30%. The timing jitter was

intentionally over-constrained to account for other jitter sources such as power supply or

substrate coupling.

From the results of Table 3.7 the one that corresponds to Kq = 35 (MHz/V) yields

the highest flexibility. However the residt for Kq = 40 (MHz/V) is selected, since behavioral

simulation shows that it is less affected by parameters variations. Figure 3.12 shows the

output of the behavioral transient simulation for the selected parameters. A step in the

n-divider value is used to verify the locking behavior. In Figure 3.13, the VCO and PLL

jitter at every switching event are shown as a function of time. The open loop characteristic
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Initial solutions

Parameters Ko (MHz/V) 35 40 50 60

ArvCOrma (psec) 1.03 1.03 1.03 1.03

h (pA) 5 5 5 5

R(KD) 220 220 220 220

Ci (pF) 200 200 220 200

C2 (pF) 5 5 5 5

Objective Flexibility -38.6 -39.5 -48.9 -44.67

Table 3.8: Initial Solutions for Optimization Algorithm

Parameter Value Tolerance

Ko 40 MHz/V ± 10 MHz/V
Fo 100 MHz ± 30 MHz

Ip 16 iiA ±1 fiA
R 200 KD ±60 KD

Ci 57.8 pF ±6 pF

C2 5 pF ±1 pF
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Table 3.9: PLL Parameter Tolerances

for gain and phase is depicted in Figure 3.14, calculated using (3.8).

Since parameters variations have only been taken into account indirectly using

the phase margin constraint, it is necessary to verify the performance of the PLL at the

worst case variations of the high-level parameters. Those variations are determined by the

fabrication process and are typical for phase-locked loops. The optimization solution was

found to meet the performance constraints for the parameter variations of Table 3.9.

3.5 Low-Level Synthesis

Following our proposed methodology, once the high-level parameters are selected,

they are used as constraints for the low-level building block design. Optimization and circuit

simulation can be used to map those constraints onto an architecture of transistors, device

sizes and layout parasitics. The most important block that affects the PLL performance is

the VCO and will be discussed extensively.
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Figure 3.13: PLL Jitter Simulation
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Figure 3.14: PLL Open Loop Characteristic
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3.5.1 Voltage Controlled Oscillator

3.5.1.1 VCD Design Fundamentals

Various VCO architectures may be used, depending on the requirements of the

application:

• Voltage Controlled Crystal Oscillators (VCXO) are typically used when high phase

accuracy is desirable, for example in RF local oscillators. However they are expensive

and cannot be integrated. Quadrature phase generation is also problematic and the

tuning range is small.

• LC-tuned oscillators are also high accuracy alternatives. The main disadvantage is the

absence of inductors in most IC technologies. The use of discrete inductors increases

the overall cost. As in the case of VCXOs the tuning range is not very large. Recently,

developments in IC processes and careful modeling of parasitics, have made the use

of integrated inductors possible. However, the quality factor typically achieved is in

the order of two to five [73], which limits the possible applications.

• Ring oscillator VCOs are the most suitable for integration in current digital IC tech

nologies. They have a wide tuning range and can generate different phases of the

output waveform, which is useful in many applications. The main disadvantage is the

poor jitter/phase noise performance.

The simplest type of delay stage that can be used in a VCO is a single-ended

inverter. To control the delay, a current-starved inverter may be used, as in Figure 3.15.

In this cell, the charging/discharging current is controlled in order to vary the delay. The

main disadvantage is poor power supply noise rejection, which makes it unsuitable for a

mixed signal environment. Digital switching causes high supply noise that can be coupled

to the output of the cell, thus increasing the timing jitter.

To improve the power supply rejection, differential delay stages are often used [61,

65, 74], as in Figure 3.16. Typically, the loads of the differential stage are MOS transistors

in the triode region in order to achieve faster switching. If N delay stages are used, the
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Figure 3.15: Current-Starved Ring OsciRator VCO Cell

Bias

Figure 3.16: Differential Delay Cell

oscillation frequency is given by:

U

1
Font —

2'N'Td

where Tj is the delay of one stage.

Differential delay stages do not completely eliminate the problem of power supply

rejection, since the transistors of the differential pair are at different operating regions during

the transition. However, the fundamental limit on the noise performance of differential

stages is set by the device generated noise. For a VCO used in a PLL configuration, we

are mainly interested in the thermal noise limit. Flicker noise is mainly at low frequencies

and is rejected by the PLL loop which acts as a high pass filter for the VCO generated

jitter [70].

In [75] the average jitter in a ring oscillator VCO using differential stages is calcu

lated:

^"^Vma [kT 1
Cl Vgs - Vt
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(3.32)

(3.33)
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Figure 3.17: VCO Delay Cell and Bias Circuit

where Cl is the capacitive load of each stage of the ring oscillator, is the delay of one

stage and ^ is a design parameter given by:

f=y1+I"»(l - e-'/') + oc j (3.34)

In (3.34), is the small signal gain of the ceU and t td. From the above equations, it

can be inferred that using more power may reduce timing jitter.

3.5.1.2 VCO Architecture and Parameter Selection

As explained in section 3.4.1, a ring oscillator VCO topology was chosen since the

noise performance required in not a limiting factor and a wide operating range is desirable.

Furthermore, this topology can be integrated in a cheap CMOS process. The delay stage

used in this design is a modified version of the topology described in [61] and is shown

in Figure 3.17. The bias is a bootstrapped circuit forcing the voltage across the NMOS

load transistor operating in the triode region, to be equal to the voltage across the diode.

Assuming a simple triode region model and ignoring short channel effects, the bias current

is given by:
W Vj

las = li-nCox-f^{Viune " VtHN " (3.35)

The bias current las is mirrored through the top current mirror to the delay cell current.

The NMOS loads are made equal to the NMOS bias transistor, so when the current fuUy
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^^

Figure 3.18: Ring Oscillator VCD

switches to one branch, the maximum swing across the output of the delay cell is limited

to be equal to the voltage across the diode Vj, which is approximately a constant.

Using a first order approximation, the delay of one stage is given by:

VdCL
U = (3.36)

where Cl is the capacitive load of the output node. Thus the frequency of oscillation for a

N-stage ring oscillator is:

^ 2NViCL
which showsat first order a linear dependency with Vtune- For the given HP Ifim technology,

it was found by simulation that 8 cells are needed to give the desired VCO gain. The VCO

frequency-to-voltage characteristic is linear at first order, provided that the NMOS bias

transistor is in the triode region of operation. For low values of Vtune the transistor is in

saturation and (3.35) is not valid. The necessary condition for oscillation is that the gain

of each cell is "high enough". Typically, ~ 1.5 guarantees oscillation.

The bias circuit parameters Wnbi Lnby Wpb, Lpb do not affect the VCO performance

as long as the current mirrors are in saturation and have a high output impedance. The

parameters that affect the VCO performance are Wn,Ln, Wp, Lp. Since the objective of the

optimization is to minimize power dissipation, parameter Lp can also be set to the minimum

possible value so that the load capacitance is minimized and the current las needed to

achieve a certain delay is smaller according to (3.37). The transistor sizes selected for the

bias circuit and Lp are given in Table 3.10. The remaining parameters can be obtained by

circuit-level optimization.
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Wnb Tfib Wpb Lpb
lOfim Ifim 20fim Ifim Ifirn

Table 3.10: VCO Pre-selected Parameters
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3.5.1.3 VCO Optimization Taking into Account Parasitics

To ensure that the performance constraints are met after the layout is generated,

it is critical that layout parasitics are taken into account during the optimization phase.

In our specific problem, the optimization algorithm attempts to adjust I/Cout iii order to

achieve the desirable frequency performance, while minimizing power dissipation. This will

result in the use of minimum size transistors, so the final circuit will be extremely sensitive

to layout parasitic capacitances. This effect was observed in preliminary optimizations. To

avoid this problem an optimization strategy taking into account parasitics was developed.

Let P be the performance vector, C the parasitics vector and APmax the corre

sponding maximum allowed performance degradation due to those parasitics. Assuming a

linear model around the nominal performance and small parasitics, the performance degra

dation AP, is given by:

where

dPi

dCi Ci=Cinom

APi = [Sg AC

dPi dPi
' dCi C2—C2NOM ' dCNc

ACmax ^ APmax

^Nc~^NcifOM.

and AC is the deviation from the nominal value of the parasitics. Given an estimate

ACmax of tbe maximum deviations from the nominal parasitics, the following constraint

can be used to ensure normal operation in the presence of worst-case parasitics:

T

(3.38)

(3.39)

(3.40)

In the VCO optimization problem, the performance degradation constraints are

evaluated at a maximum deviation of 50% from a nominal estimate of 15fF for the parasitics

at the output of the VCO cell. Another two circuit specific constraints were added regarding

the minimum and maximum output voltages. Those constraints are necessary for the level

restoring circuit to work. The remaining constraints are obtained from the PLL optimization

results in Tables 3.9, 3.7. Constraints on the voltage-to-frequency gain and the center
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Parameter name Parameter description Constraint Value

F
max output at Vin = 4.8 V < 173 MHz

> 163 MHz

Ffnin output at Vin = 1.8 y < 58 MHz

> 38 MHz

^TvCOrms rms VCO jitter at 140 MHz < 3 psec

Ymax maximum output voltage > o.5y

Ymin minimum output voltage < o.iy

A^mai
•fmajc

maximum variation of output
due to layout parasitics < 10%
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Table 3.11: VCO Optimization Constraints

frequency, can be converted to constraints for a minimum and a maximum VCO frequency.

Table 3.11 summarizes the constraints for the VCO optimization problem. The objective

of the low-level optimization problem is to minimize power.

The overall optimization problem for the VCO can be expressed as:

minimize PowerycoiWniTn-iWp) (3.41)

subject to FmaxVCoiy^n^ Wp) < F* maxmax (3.42)

FmaxVCoiy^n^ Z^j Wp) > F̂ maxmtn (3.43)

FminVCoiy^n-) Znj IVp) < Fminmax (3.44)

FminVCO(^n> -^nj Wp) > Fminmin (3.45)

< (3.46)

Vmax(Wn,Ln,Wp) > Vjnax (3.47)

VminiWn^Ln^Wp) < Ymin (3.48)
^Fmax

Fmax
< Ftol (3.49)

The optimization problem is solved using the supporting hyperplane algorithm

described in 3.4.6. All constraints are evaluated using Spice simulations except for the

timing jitter constraint that is evaluated using (3.33). Since transistor sizes can only take

discrete values, the results are truncated to the nearest feasible value, taking into account

the technology specihc parameters AZ, AW, A = 0.6//m. Table 3.12 summarizes the

optimization results.
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Initial Final

Parameter name Wn 3.8 fim 2.6 fim

Ln 4 fim 4 fim

Wp 55 fim 36 fim
Performance variable Fmax 165 MHz 163 MHz

Fmin 50 MHz 48 MHz

ArvCOrms 1.25 psec 1.5 psec

Ymax 0.67 V 0.66 V

Yfnin 0 V 0 V
AFmai
Fmnr 6.8% 10%

Objective Power 8.6 mW 6.2 mW

Iterations 4

CPU time 2069 CPU sec

8.4u/1u

Table 3.12: VCO Optimization Results

Vdd

12u/1u
3U/1U

12U/1U

ll-oout

6U/1U

8.4u/1u
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Figure 3.19: Level Restoring Circuit

3.5.2 Level restoring circuit

The specific VCO topology used, produces an 0 - 0.7V output signal, that has to

be converted to full-swing CMOS logic levels. This task is performed by the level restoring

circuit of Figure 3.19.

The differential signal is shifted by two level-shifters and then applied to a unity

gain differential pair. The output of the differential pair is amplified to 0 —5V and buffered

by a buffer chain. The total static power dissipation of the level restorer is ImW.
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Figure 3.20: PhzLse-Frequency Detector
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Figure 3.21: PFD Layout

3.5.3 Phase-Frequency Detector

The phase-frequency detector used is the one of Figure 3.20. The "dead zone"

problem is avoided by adding delays in the loop [65]. The PFD generates two minimum-

length UP and DOWN pulses, even when the compared waveforms are perfectly synchro

nized. Those pulses are identical in length, so the up and down currents cancel each other,

assuming good matching. When the pulses are not perfectly synchronized, the difference

between the pulses equals the phase difference between the compared clocks. The first order

function of the PFD is identical to the one described in Figure 3.7. The PFD layout was

automatically synthesized from the input schematic using Octtools [76] and is shown in

Figure 3.21.
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3.5.4 Charge Pump
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The charge-pump used is shown in Figure 3.22 and is based on the design presented

in [65]. Since the PFD eliminates the "dead zone" by turning both sources on at the same

time, a current mismatch between the sources can inject extra noise to the output node. To

avoid variations of the output current due to the output voltage, high-impedance cascode

current sources are used. The cascode sources are biased from a high swing cascode bias

circuit shown in Figure 3.23, which is based on [77]. To achieve good matching of the

current sources, common-centroid layout is used.

When the pulse controlling a source is low, normally the source would be turned

off. This may cause charge injection at the switching time and slow response. To avoid this

problem, the currents are redirected to the output of a unity gain buffer kept at the same

voltage as the output of the loop filter. This prevents the current fluctuations which are

due to the finite output impedance of the current sources.

3.5.5 Dividers

The divider cell used is the synchronous programmable divider of Figure 3.24. It

is basically a down-counter which resets to a pre-loaded integer after it reaches zero. To

achieve fast operation, the true single-phase clock logic family (TSPC) is used. The basic

D flip-flop element of the family is shown in Figure 3.25.
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Figure 3.25: TSPC Flip-Flop

3.6 Physical Synthesis

3.6.1 Voltage Controlled Oscillator

The hierarchical, constraint-driven approach is also used at the layout phase for

the VCO. The constraints set in the optimization problem of (3.41)-(3.49) are used in the

layout generation. In addition to that, constraints for all parasitics are generated using the

constraint generation techniques described in [78]. The sensitivities of every performance

parameter with respect to every parasitic resistance and capacitance are calculated auto

matically and then, given a maximum allowable performance deviation, bounds are imposed

on every parasitic using quadratic optimization.

A parametric layout generator was written for the specific VCO topology. It uses

a fixed floor-plan and takes as parameters the number of delay cells, the device sizes and

the constraints on the parasitics. The algorithm for the layout generation is shown in

Figure 3.26. AIV is the minimum increment (A) allowed by the process design rules, Pj is

the performance j and i is the number of the parametric wires.

The final VCO layout is shown in Figure 3.27. The layout generation process in

described in detail in [42].

3.6.2 PLL

Since parasitic constraints are not as critical for the other PLL sub-blocks, full

custom layout was used. On-chip decoupling capacitors were placed between the supply and

ground to minimize the effect of power supply coupling to the overall jitter performance.

The final PLL system was routed using Mosaico [79] and the result is shownin Figure 3.28.

The PLL area is approximately 0.45 using the l.Ofim HP CMOS technology with two
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begin{

foreach(Pj)

foreach(J2i, Cj) calculate( );

100: calculate(i?,„ioj., /* quadratic optimization*/

foreach(i) {

set Wi = Wiijjim 3'Ild Li —Lijjiiji ^ Ci —Cq Winm Tjjtin J

do {

evaluate Ri = p

if {Ri < Rimax) then exit;

else Wi = Wi + AW ;

} while (Ci < Cimax\

if ((Ci > Cijnax) or (Ri > R-imaz)) then "infeasible" ; => goto 100;

else "constraint enforced" ;

}end

Figure 3.26: Layout Generation Algorithm

Figure 3.27: Ring Oscillator VCO Layout
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Figure 3.28: PLL Layout

metal layers and a linear polysilicon capacitor option.

3.6.3 D/A Converters

A module generator [80, 27] was used to directly synthesize the D/A layout from

specifications. The result is shown in Figure 3.29.

3.6.4 Video Driver System

The final layout for the video driver system was assembled using Mosaico. It is

shown in Figure 3.30. The die is approximately 3.4 mm x 3.9 mm = 13.26 mm^. Different

analog and digital supplies were used and additional supplies were provided for the VCO

in order to avoid as much as possible supply coupled noise.

3.7 Bottom-up Verification

The overall design was verified using hierarchical simulation. First the functional

ity of the lowest level sub-blocks, such as VCO, dividers, charge-pump, was verified using

Spice and the parameters needed for the higher level blocks were extracted. The timing
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jitter performance of the VCO was extracted using the non-Monte Carlo, nonlinear noise

simulator described in [56]. After low-level parameters were extracted, behavioral simula

tion was used to verify the performance of the whole system.

The extracted parameters of the blocks used in the PLL behavioral simulation

are summarized in Table 3.13. To illustrate the value of bottom-up verification, the result

of a PLL full circuit simulation is compared to the result of the behavioral simulation in

Figure 3.31. The waveform simulated is the control voltage of the VCO when the PLL

is in acquisition mode and is performed in order to detect stability. It can be seen that

the two waveforms are almost identical. The use of behavioral simulation based on careful

modeling of second order effects, helped to significantly accelerate the verification process

without noticeably affecting the accuracy of the simulation: 560 CPU seconds were needed

for the behavioral simulation, while the full circuit simulation took 20 CPU hours Both

simulations were performed on a DEC Alpha-Server 2100 5/250 with 256Mb of memory

and 4 CPU's.

Figures 3.32, 3.33 show the result of a behavioral simulation for the timing jitter

using the extracted parameters for Font = 100 MHz. The first plot shows the PLL and

VCO rms timing jitter as a function of the distance from the reference transition. The

^°using macro-models for the dividers
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Module

vco

Charge-pump

Loop Filter

PFD

Divider

Parameter name

Ko

Fo

^"^VCOrms
Vmin.

tp

F-linup
Ranttm

Rlinlo
Rsatlo
Vsatlo
R

Ci
C2
I'dead-zone

u
u

Value

39 MHz/V
110 MHz/V

4 psec

1.4 V

16 uA

lD%(est)
20 Aft

500 MU

A.IV

13.3 Aft

2000 Mft

0.33 F

200 Aft

58 pF
5 pF

0"
2 nsec

2 nsec

Table 3.13: PLL Extracted Parameters
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Figure 3.31: PLL Verification
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Figure 3.32: PLL Jitter Verification (a) AT,

64

Type PLL input Frequency N-divider VCO frequency Constraint Result

Stability 0.56 MHz 100 56 MHz ok ok

250 140 MHz ok ok
A'i'

T 0.56 MHz 250 140 MHz < 50 psec 47 psec
Phase Margin >45^^ 45®

Table 3.14: PLL Verification Results

PLL timing jitter increases and finally converges to its final value, as expected. The second

plot shows the square of the PLL and VCO rms timing jitter. As expected, ATyco^

accumulates linearly to infinity, since there is no correction from the PLL loop while the

PLL jitter converges to a final value.

The results of the bottom-up verification are summarized in Table 3.14. The

projected performance is based only on the calculation of the thermal jitter of the VCO,

which sets the fundamental performance bound. Still, the performance of the actual system

is expected to be close to the one predicted, since care has been taken to reduce as much

as possible all other jitter sources.
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Figure 3.33: PLL Jitter Verification (b) AT^

3.8 Experimental Results

The chip was fabricated on a Mosis HP 1.0/xmtechnology with two layers of metal

and a linear polysilicon gate capacitor option. A die photo is shown in Figure 3.34. The

17,000 transistor system occupies an area of 3.4 mm x 3.9 mm= 13.26 A printed

circuit board was designed and manufactured in order to measure the performance of the

chip and is shown in Figure 3.35.

Experimental results show that the D/A INL and DNL performance is 0.16 LSB

and 0.05 LSB respectively and that the settling speed requirements are also met {Taet =

6 nsec). Figures 3.36,3.37 show experimental integral and differential nonlinearity (INL,

DNL) data from six D/A converters as a function of the input code.

The PLL frequency generator meets the specifications for generating frequencies

from 25 MHz to 130 MHz. Figure 3.39 shows the output waveform at 130 MHz. A small

reduction of the maximum achievable speed is due to an error in the parameters file used

in the synthesis phase. Detailed timing jitter measurements were done using a Tektronix

11801B high bandwidth digitizing oscilloscope with the same waveform feeding the sig

nal and the trigger inputs. Figure 3.38 shows an output waveform at 100 MHz and the

corresponding jitter histogram at a transition edge 7 from the reference, so that the
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Figure 3.37: DNL measurement results
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accumulated jitter converges to its final value. The rms jitter at 100 MHz is 65 ps (0.65 %),

which is close to the specifications. The results are in agreement with predictions within

30 % for the worst case chip. Component process variations affecting the PLL bandwidth,

simplified noise models for the devices, power supply and substrate coupling may cause the

measured value to deviate from the predicted value. Furthermore, reflections and coupling

from the testing board can significantly affect the measurements. Taking aU those effects

into account, the agreement between results and predictions is quite satisfactory.

The performance of the video driver is typical for similar chips [62] achieving com

parable frequency range. The frequency range and timing jitter performance is comparable

to microprocessor programmable clock generators [65]. The great advantage of the method

ology was the acceleration of the design time. It is estimated that a total of nine months

was needed from specifications to working fabricated parts. However, this design time also

included the development of the methodology, tools and optimization techniques. A recent

re-design of a PLL with different specifications to be used as RF local oscillator at IQOOM^z,

took approximately two weeks from specifications to a sized circuit schematic [81]. This

indicates the value of the methodology once the design flow is established.
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3.9 Conclusion

A video driver system has been designed following the top-down, constraint-driven

paradigm. To apply the methodology in the design of such a complex complex mixed-signal

system, new behavioral modeling, simulation and optimization techniques had to be used

and developed. Fundamental to the approach was the use of behavioral simulation and

optimization for hierarchical constraint propagation.

Following the methodology, a jitter constraint was imposed at the system leveland

was propagated hierarchically all the way to the circuit blocks using behavioral simulation.

Typically, jitter is ignored at the system level design and circuit techniques are used at the

lowest level of the design hierarchy to minimize it, thus leading to over-design and costly

design and fabrication iterations. The present approach combined with the tools used, can

have a significant impact on the design of similar systems.

The chip was fabricated on an HP 1.0/zm technology via Mosis. Detailed testing

results show that the specifications are met at the first fabrication run . The performance

of the video driver clock generator is typical for video drivers and programmable clock
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generators. The value of the methodology is proved by accelerating the design cycle in a

complex industrial-strength chip. The overall design cycle together with the development

of the necessary techniques is estimated to be about nine months. A recent re-design of the

PLL with different specifications using the design flow established with this example, shows

a great reduction of the overall design cycle.

The design of this system expands the methodology to a higher level of com

plexity than the previous design examples [2, 3]. The video driver system system was also

used to test a layout methodology using an extracted model of the substrate for optimal

placement in [48].

*^This work is also presented in [82].
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Chapter 4

Behavioral Simulation for RF

Systems

4.1 Introduction

The share of radio frequency (RF) circuits for mobile communications in the semi

conductor market has dramatically increased over the past years. The design of RF systems

is being done at high level in a non-systematic way, which often leads to costly design and

fabrication iterations. While the analog/RF part of the system typically presents the biggest

challenges and is the bottleneck of the design process, designers typically rely on ad-hoc

techniques and simple analytical models to perform high-level estimation.

As a result, RF communication systems are ideal candidates for the expansion of

the proposed top-down, constraint-driven design methodology. For an eihcient methodology,

it is crucial to perform quick explorations of system-level architectures using behavioral

simulation and modeling. The desired model for an RF block must be a black box that

captures aU important first and second order effects and at the same time hides internal

architectural details. The simulation engine must be independent of any particular model,

so that it is possible to simulate different architectures in the same environment instead of

having a different dedicated simulator for each specific architecture.

Figure 4.1 depicts schematically the hierarchical decomposition/methodology for

an RF receiver system. To select an RF architecture, high-level performance and envi

ronmental constraints have to be mapped onto performance constraints of the lower level
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Figure 4.1: RF Receiver Hieraxchical Design Decomposition

blocks. This process is continued recursively until the layout phase or until a library module

is found that meets the specifications. In Figure 4.1, the design of a PLL (LOl) is shown

as a lower level problem in the hierarchy of an RF system.

In RF systems, the typical figure of merit is the total signal-to-noise-and-distortion

ratio (SNDR). Typically, specifications are given in the frequency domain as the desired

SNDR in the presence of certain environmental conditions, such as out-of-band signals or

in-band, co-channel interference and intermodulation. Typical performance metrics include

gain or attenuation as a function of frequency, second and third order distortion, phase

noise and noise figure (NF).

Once block-level characterization is obtained, either from specifications or from

transistor-level simulations, analytical approximations [83] can be used to calculate the

overall SNDR. Those approximations can be inaccurate when applied to systems with feed

back or coupling, do not take into account phase and it is generally up to the designer to

model correctly aU the possible interactions between non-idealities. A more systematic and

accurate approach could be to use macromodels in time-domain simulators. However, such

models tend to add more implementation details than necessary and then again abstract
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only the necessary frequency domain performance. For example, the desired frequency-

domain behavior of a filter has to be implemented with a specific pole-zero representation,

which may result in very long simulation times. In addition to that, frequency-dependent

nonlinearities are hard to model using this approach. Macromodels in available hajmonic-

balance simulators also rely on a time-domain representation of blocks.

To expand the applicability of the proposed methodology in the RF system design

domain, a new technique to model and simulate RF systems is presented in this chapter.

It uses a purely frequency-domain representation based on Volterra series models and har

monic balance simulation. Unlike previous approaches [84] that compute the high-order

Volterra transfer functions from device equations, Volterra-based modeling is done only at

the behavioral level, using pre-computed lOok-up tables to find the values for high-order

Volterra transfer functions. Harmonic balance is used to solve arbitrary interconnects of

blocks. Using those models, the Jacobian of the system can be swiftly evaluated and solved

since there is no dependency on time-domain differential equation-based models.

In 4.2 the most common performance metrics that characterize RF systems and

building blocks are discussed. In 4.3 other approaches to high-level modeling of RF systems

are briefly presented. In 4.4 the theoretical background of the proposed approach is given.

Finally, 4.5-4.8 present the proposed approach including experimental results.

4.2 RF Performance Metrics

Unlike digital systems, that can be generallydescribed by the zero/one abstraction,

there exist many different performance metrics characterizing different classes of analog and

mixed signal systems. The most important characterizing RF systems are briefly presented

here:

s-parameters: linear RF systems are often characterized as two-ports with an associated s-

parameter matrix. Instead of voltages and currents, signals are represented as incident

and reflected waves, ak(t) and bk(t)j at each port:

ak(t) = j^lvk(t) +rkik(t)]
bk(t) = -^^[vk(t) - rkik(t)]
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where Vk, ik the current and voltage at port k and rjt its characteristic impedance.

With the scattering parameters a two-port is described as:

BiU) = 5u(/)Ai(/) + 5i2^2(/)

Biif) = S2lU)Mf) + S22A2U)

where Ak(f)iBk{f) are the Fourier transforms of the incident and reflected waves

at each port. With trivial matrix transformations S-parameters can be converted to

typical voltage or current gains, transconductances, transimpedances and impedances.

conversion gain: it is deflned for frequency converters as the ratio of the amplitude of the

output at the output frequency to the input at the input frequency:

/-* / / \ _ ^outifin ^ Ilo) rA^conv\Jin) — J/ f f \
^inKJin)

where /lo is the frequency of the oscillator.

Noise Figure (NF): it is a measure of the thermal noise performance of a system. It is

measured in dB and is deflned as:

iVf =lOlog^l +̂ j (4.2)
where is the noise at the output due to the input noise and is the noise at

the output contributed by the system.

ViPz (input referred third order intercept point) : is the voltage (or Pjp^ for power)

that has to be applied at the input so that the output due to the linear gain is equal

in amplitude to the output due to the third order intermodulation (/M3).

Vip^i same as above for the second order intermodulation term.

Dynamic Range: it is measured in dB:

X)JJ=101og('̂ ) (4.3)
\ Afjiin /

where Pmaxi Pmin ar© the maximum and minimum signal powers that can be applied

to the system due to distortion and noise.

P-idB (one dB compression point): the input that has to be applied to the system so

that the gain is compressed by one dB due to distortion.
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Phase Noise: it is defined as the random fluctuation in the phase of an oscillator signal:

x(t) = Acos(ut + </> + (4.4)

where </>n(t) is the phase noise. The eflFect of phase noise is that the oscillator signal

is not spectrally pure, thus the unwanted phase noise mixes with unwanted signals

causing signal degradation due to interference at the desired band. It is typically

measured in dBc/Hz:

Pnoise(AF) =10 log((4.5)
\ carrier /

where Pn(AF) is the power spectral density of the noise at offset AF and Pcarrier the

power of the carrier signal.

4.3 Approaches to Behavioral Modeling and Simulation of

RF Communication Systems

4.3.1 Analytical Models

The simplest way to partition RF high-level constraints onto building block con

straints is to use analytical formulas, for example the cascade formula for NF (Friis formula)

and input-referred third-order intercept point (V/Pg):

^ Gi' •'Gn-i
VlPs tot ^IP3l ^IP3 2 ^IPsn

+ + (4.6)

NFtot = + ^+...+ ^ (4.7)

All possible interactions between external excitations and block-level non-ideal pa

rameters such as parasitic gain paths, offset, phase noise, distortion, have to be considered.

The total signal-to-noise-and-distortion-ratio (SNDR) would have to be adequate to give

the desired bit error rate (BER). For example, if two strong signals are present at the input

of a nonlinear block, = \x\\cos{u}it)^X2 = \x2\cos(LJ2t)^ with |a;i| = |a:2| = |ic|, the am

plitude of the third order intermodulation component at the output at frequency 2lji —u>2y

k/Mah is given by:

k/Mal = (4.8)
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where
4

03 = gOiV/Pg^ (4.9)
ai is the lineargain and Vjp^ is the third order intercept point. It is obvious that for many

excitations, many combinations of inputs have to be considered.

The advantage of this method is its simplicity. The apparent drawbacks are that

it ignores the specific nature of the non-idealities and that it oversimplifies the system

by considering it a cascade of blocks. Also many effects are oversimplified or ignored,

such as the raise of the noise floor due to a strong blocker, the phase cancellation of the

intermodulation components etc.

The methodology for determining the block-level constraints of an RF system is

the following:

1. find the worst case environmental constraints under which the system has to operate

(minimum signal, minimum signal in the presence of worst case interference etc)

2. for each one of the above cases, find all possible interactions creating noise and inter

ference; the total noise and interference should be less than the required to meet the

BER constraint.

4.3.2 High-Level Description Language Macro-Models

A different method is to use macro-models in a time or mixed time-frequency

domain simulator, such as SpectreRF [8, 9, 10] or Hspice [85]. This approach has the

advantage that can use existing simulators and link with the lower level implementation.

A significant disadvantage though is that more time-domain implementation-related details

have to be added, thus reducing the generality of the models. For example, the "attenua

tion" specification has to be mapped onto a specific filter implementation with poles and

zeros. Usually, RF systems have frequencies that are orders of magnitude apart; together

with high-order filters, this can cause a time domain simulator to be extremely slow and

have problems in convergence.

Figure 4.2 shows a macro-model of a typical RF building block developed in Spec-

treHDL [86], a high-level description language for analog circuits.

A complete macro-model for a mixer in SpectreHDL is given in Appendix B.
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Figure 4.2: Mixer Behavioral Model in SpectreHDL

4.3.3 Communication System Static Data-Flow (SDF) Macro-Models

Another approach would be to co-simulate the RF block and the digital imple

mentation using a data-flow, time-domain based system simulator such as Ptolemy [21]

or Spw [37]. Simple RF time-domain macro-models could be used as in section 4.3.2

The most signiflcant advantages of this method are:

• the exact effectof the interference characteristics to the overall HER can be simulated,

• digital DSP algorithms can be co-simulated with the RF architecture

The most serious disadvantages include:

• RF models are rather simplistic;

• an accurate simulation could be quite long, even with behavioral models, especially

for systems with a low bit error rate (BER);

time domain models are needed whichhave the disadvantages discussed in section 4.3.2.
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4.4 Theoretical Background

Volterra series have often been used in the analysis of nonlinear circuits. In 4.4.1,

a brief introduction to the Volterra theory of nonlinear systems is given. Practical reasons

limit the application of Volterra series-based analysis to mildly nonlinear circuits. However,

using the linear, time-varying system analysis presented in 4.4.2 combined with Volterra-

series, can help model systems driven by strong, periodical nonlinearities, which is the

typical case for RF circuits. Such systems are for example mixers, which are driven by

strong periodical local oscillators, but the RF inputs can be viewed as a combination of weak

harmonic signals, thus exciting a weakly nonlinear behavior from RF input to IF output

This analysis is the basis for the behavioral modeling techniques for RF systems presented

in 4.5. The simulation is based on harmonic balance, which is briefly introduced in 4.4.4.

Since the performance of the new modeling technique is compared to SpectreRF, a brief

introduction to shooting methods is presented in 4.4.5. Cyclostationary noise is discussed

in 4.4.3, since the modeling techniques developed can be expanded to include noise modeling

of periodically linear, time-varying systems.

4.4.1 Volterra Theory of Non-linear Systems

4.4.1.1 Basic Principles

The Volterra theory ^ of nonlinearsystemshas often been applied to the analysisof

nonlinear circuits. Typically, a nonlinear circuit can be described by the following equation

(MNA analysis [89]):

^-/(«,J/W) +iW =0 (4.10)
where the term represents the contribution of nonlinear and linear reactive circuit com

ponents such as capacitors, inductors, x{t) represents the sources and f(t, y(t)) represents

nonlinear and linear non-reactive components, such as resistors. H the functional <f> = T[y]

is deflned such as:

m =^ - (4.11)
^This does not apply when the input signal is "strong", as it may happen in RF circuits operating in

compression, or in power amplifiers. Those cjtses may also be included in the models, using certain techniques
discussed in 4.5

^This brief summary of Volterra series is based on the original work of Volterra [87] and the overview
provided in [88].
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provided that,

• y{t) is a set of continuous functions with continuous first derivatives,

• /(y(0>0 is 3- a set of continuous functions of t,

then the solution to <f>(t) = 0 is given by [88]:

»(<)=T-'im=f-wo]

Assuming that <l>{t) is changed by an amount ex(t) then the solution becomes:

Vcit) = Fl4{t) + £!(«)]

80

(4.12)

(4.13)

where e is a parameter and a;(t) is a continuous function. If, t, <^(t), x{t) are assumed to

be fixed and t is sufficiently small, can be considered an ordinary function of e. If

we assume that yc(t) has continuous derivatives up to n-th order with respect to e on the

interval 0 < € < 6, then Taylor's theorem can be applied:

rn-l»«(<) =».Uo +^
.=0 «=0

h ... H ^
2!

+
^^0 {n - 1)!

where 0 < $ < € < b. Prom ( 4.13), is the solution of:

= fit,!/.(«)) + -Ht) + «S(«)

'.=B n\
(4.14)

(4.15)

that satisfies the initial conditions ye(0) = 0. The first term of the solution yt{t) is the

solution of (f>{t) —0. The second term is e multiplied by:

% lim ~
«-»oe=0 f

which is the differential of F with respect to x(t) at ^(t). The higher order terms rep

resent higher order differentials and the last term represents the error term of the Taylor

approximation.

It has been shown by Volterra [87] that an n-order differential of a functional can

be written as:

/oo roo foo
/ ... hn(t,TuT2,...,Tn)x{Ti)x{T2)...x{Tn)dTidT2...dTn (4.17)

•oo J—oo J—oo

Equation (4.14) converges when the last term converges to zero. For a continuous

function with continuous derivatives up to order n, this can always be guaxanteed for any

(4.16)
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€, if a;(^) is small enough. Substituting the value of functional diiferentials into the Taylor

approximation (4.14) for c = 1 and assuming time-invariance, we get the familiar expression

for the solution of (4.10):

y(<) =Jl^ / /ii(ri)x(t - Ti)dTi
J —oo/OO fOO

/ h2(ri, T2)x(t - ri)x(t - r2)dridr2
•oo J—oo/CO fOO fOO

/ / h3(ri, T2, T3)x{t - Ti)x{t - T2)x{t - T3)dTidT2dr3
-oo J—oo j—oo-oo •/—oo oo

+ • •
i>oo roo roo/oo foo too

/ •••/ hn(n,T-2,...,r„)x(<-ri)x(<-r2)...x(<-r„)dridr2...dr„
-oo J—oo J—oo

(4.18)

In most practical cases the solution of a circuit problem can be assumed to satisfy the

continuity and differentiability conditions stated above, thus (4.18) can describe the response

of a nonlinear, time-invariant system. However, it should be noted that the series may

actually diverge for large excitations x(t), even though (4.10) may have a perfectly defined

solution [88].

The first order term of (4.18) expresses the typical impulse response of a linear,

time invariant system. The higher order terms express higher order nonlinearities. In

general, this approach can be useful when the output can be approximated by a small

number of terms:

N

»(')= S!!'"(') (4-19)
n=:l

where

/oo roo roo
/ ... h„(ri,r2,.. .,Tn)x(t-Ti)x{t-T2) . . .x(t-Tn)dTidT2 . . .dTn (4.20)

•ooJ—oo J—oo

The functions hn{Ti,r2,..., r„) are the Volterra kernels. Figure 4.3 shows schemat

ically a system represented by Volterra kernels.

In the following section, a methodology for solving nonlinear circuits using Volterra

series is presented. Even though Volterra series can be used to represent any nonlinear

system meeting the conditions described above, complexity limits their application to weakly

nonlinear circuits that can be approximated by a small number of terms.
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x(t) y(t)

Figure 4.3: System Represented by Volterra Kernels

4.4.1.2 Sinusoidal Analysis of Weakly Non-linear Systems Using Volterra Se

ries

The Volterra series representation has been extensively used to analyze systems

with weak nonlinearities with memory[84,90,91,92]. Due to the complexityof the analysis,

the technique is usually limited to small circuits.

To analyze a system using Volterra series, it is typically assumed that the excita

tions are sinusoidal:

where E-q = E*.

Q Q

x{t) = 1-®?! •C04(27r/,t + e,) = 5
1=1 q=-Q

(4.21)

If we define the n-th order transfer function as the n-dimensional Fourier transform

of the n-th order Volterra kernel, we have:

HnUu---J=)= r ••• r (4.22)
J—CO J—oo

Taking the n-dimensional Fourier transform of (4.20) and using (4.21), the n-th

order response of the system is:
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=4 E ••• E (4.23)
qi=-Q qn=-Q

Thus the output is the sum of all responses up to n-th order and each n-th order re

sponse is the sum of all possiblecombinationsof the input frequencies -/q, ..., —/i, /i, •••, /q

taken n at a time and multiplied by the n-th order transfer function.

For a real, causal system, it can be trivially proven that:

= (4.24)

where Hn* denotes the conjugate of

In (4.23), a particular combination of input frequencies appears in all possible

(n; m_Q ... mg) orderings:

n

•••"«) =(m-g!)...(m-,!)(m.!)...(m^!)
where rrig is the number of times that frequency fg appears in the combination.

It can be proven [93] that, without loss of generality, nonlinear transfer functions

can be assumed to be symmetric. If h*(ri,r2,.. .,r„) is a non-symmetric Volterra kernel,

the value of the integral in (4.20) does not change if any of ri,...,r„ are interchanged

because the limits of the integration are from —oo to oo. So if we define the symmetric

kernel:

h(ri,r2,...,r„) = — ^ /i;(ri,r2,.. .,rn) (4.26)
all pottible

rearrangementa of

then the corresponding system has the same response as the original system. Thus,

in the following discussion, higher order transfer functions will be assumed symmetric.

To analyze a weakly nonlinear circuit using Volterra series, first the Volterra trans

fer functions Hn are computed, using the harmonic input method [84]. Then (4.23) is used

to compute the total response at the desired node.

The harmonic input method is as follows:

• First apply a single exponential input, and determine the first order transfer

function using the fundamental circuit equations, KCL, KVL and device equations.

• Then, apply the sum of two incommensurate exponentials, and com

pute ^2(/ij/2) from the response at frequency /i /2 using Hi{f)
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• Finally, recursively compute all the orders up to n, applying a sum of positive, in

commensurate frequencies to the system in order to get -ffn(/i>/2j• •-j/n)? using all

Hgy q <n.

This method is applied whenever the circuit components are characterized by a

dilFerential equation model. Since the n-th order transfer functions have to be computed

for all possible combinations of input frequencies, the complexity increases dramatically ^

with the order of nonlinearity and circuit size. This limits the application of the method to

small, mildly nonlinear circuits with few harmonic excitations.

4.4.2 Linear Time-Varying (LTV) Systems

As discussed in the previous section, due to its complexity, Volterra series-based

analysis can only be applied if the system is assumed to be weakly nonlinear. However, in

RF communication systems, basic building blocks such as frequency converters are strongly

nonlinear. In a system such as a mixer, the local oscillator excites strong nonlinearities,

while the signal input can be considered as a small signal exciting linear behavior from RF

to IF.

Such systems can be modeled as linear, time-varying systems with the following

input-output relationship [94]:

/oo
h(t-, T)x{T)dri (4.27)

-oo

where the impulse response is time-varying with t. In such systems the strong excitation

is typically periodical so varies periodically and can be expanded into a Fourier

series [94]:
oo

'»(';'•)= S {4-28)
g=—oo

where fo is the frequency of the periodically varying strong excitation. Taking the Fourier

transform of h(t;r), the periodically time-varying transfer function, H{t,f), can be ex

panded to a Fourier series [94]:

(<-/)= E ir'(/) • (4.29)
q——oo

^approximately 0(g"), where n is the order of nonlinearity tind q the number of input harmonics
^usually up to third order
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where H^{f) is the q-th sideband transfer function of the linear, time-varying system. A

sideband transfer function has the same effect with a linear transfer function but at the

same time shifts the input spectrum hy q- /q.

Assuming sinusoidal excitations as in (4.21), the output of a such a system be

comes:
Q oo

»(«)= (4.30)
i=-Q qi--oo

Equation (4.30), denotes that the output of the LTV system is the sum of all possible shifts

of the input harmonics multiplied by the appropriate sideband transfer function.

4.4.3 Cyclo-Stationary Noise Analysis

Noise in strongly nonlinear systems is generally a non-stationary process. The

autocorrelation matrix of a non-stationary process can be defined as:

Rxx(ti,t2) =E[a;(ti)a:^(t2)] (4.31)
If 3/ is the output of an LTV system as in (4.27) and RxxihtlT) the input autocor

relation spectrum defined in (4.31), then:

/oo TOO
/ h(ti,Ti)Rxx{Tl,T2)h^(t2,r2)dTidT2 (4.32)

-oo J—oo

If the excitations of the system are periodical with period T, it can be assumed [13]

that input and output noise of the system is cyclo-stationary [95, 96]. A random variable x

is cyclo-stationary if:

Rxxi^i + T, ^2 + T) = Rxx{tiii2) (4.33)

If (4.33) is satisfied, then the Rxxihih) can be expressed as:

RrT(tuh)= E RxT,(t2-h)e>''̂ " (4.34)
/=—OO

The Fourier transforms Sxxi(^) of the harmonic covariances Rxxi are the harmonic power

spectral densities of the cyclo-stationary random variable.

It can be proven [13] that, when a cyclo-stationary noise source with a periodic

autocorrelation function Rssil^T) —X^S-oo passes through a linear time-

varying system with period wq as in (4.30), the cyclo-stationary components of the output

spectrum are given by:
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oo oo

^ Hi(u> - iuo)Suuk(-^ + '
k=—oo i=—oo

Hl_i_f^{-u + (i + A;)a;o) (4.35)

where S^uk is the k —th cyclo-stationary component of the spectrum.

In [13] an efficient technique based on harmonic balance is used to compute the

harmonic power spectral densities of a nonlinear circuit from network equations.

Recently, it has been demonstrated that when the periodic nonlinear excitations

of a system contain phase noise, the cyclo-stationarity assumption for the outputs of the

system is not valid. A detailed analysis can be found in [16].

4.4.4 Harmonic Balance Simulation Techniques

Harmonic balance [6] is a technique that has been extensively used to simulate

nonlinear circuits in the frequency domain [97].

If we assume that:

• a system is described by a set of differential equation such as:

/(x, X, u) = 0. (4.36)

• the excitation vector u is periodic with period To,

• a solution x exists and is periodic with period To such as:

x(t) = £ u>o =^ (4.37)
• 1 0
t=—oo

then to find the solution, we substitute (4.37) in (4.36) and the resulting equation is written

as a Fourier series:
oo

/(i((), x{t), u(t)) = £ F(X, U, k) • (4.38)
i=—OO

where:

X = i...,A:(-i),A'(0),x(i),...f

U = [...,£7(-l), 17(0), £7(1),...f
OO

«(«) = ^ t7(i)-eJ*''«' (4.39)
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Finally the nonlinear algebraic system of equations

F(X,U,k) = 0,Vk (4.40)

is solved for X. To make the system solvable, the number of harmonics is typically truncated

to a finite number Kmax- Different approaches have been proposed to solve the nonlinear

system: optimization [98], nonlinear relaxation [99] and Newton's method [7]. The conver

gence of harmonic balance algorithms can be problematic when highly nonlinear circuits

are simulated.

4.4.5 Shooting Methods

Shooting ®methods [8] have been extensively used to simulate RF circuits driven

by T-periodic excitations. Assuming that the response of the system is also periodic with

period T, the following boundary condition must be satisfied:

<r + to)-«(<o) = 0 (4.41)

where v{t) is the response of the circuit. K an initial state i;(to) is known, then transient

analysis can be used to find the response at time > to. In general:

u(ti) = u(to) + <^(v(to), to, ti) (4.42)

where <(> is the state transition function for the differential equation describing the circuit.

Using (4.41), (4.42) the following nonlinear algebraic system is formulated:

^(v(0),0) = 0 (4.43)

where ^(u(to),to) = «^(u(to),to,T + to). Equation (4.43) can be solved using standard

Newton iteration methods. When applying Newton's method, the sensitivity of the final

state v(T) with respect to changes in the initial state u(0) are computed, in order to correct

the initial state to match v{T). Transient simulation has to be used to evaluate numerically

the state transition function 4> over a period T.

The only restriction for applying shooting methods to a circuit is the assumption

of T-periodicity of the response. Thus, there is a significant advantage over harmonic-

balance in simulating circuits such as switching mixers, which require a large number of

^This summary is based on the overview of simulation methods for RF circuits of [17].
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harmonics to represent the switching operation. However, the efficiency of the method can

be degraded when the input of a system contains harmonics that are widely spaced. If the

input contains two different harmonics of frequencies /i, /2 ®where /i > /2, the common

period is the inverse of the maximum common denominator of /i, /z. This may significantly

delay the numerical computation of 0. Also a large amount of memory is required to save

the waveform at all time-steps.

Using shooting methods, the periodically-varying steady-state solution of a circuit

can be obtained. In circuits where a large periodic input (such as the local oscillator of a

mixer) co-exists with small excitations (such as the RF inputs of a mixer), the periodically-

varying operating point can be obtained using the large signal as input to the shooting

method. Then, linearization around this point can be used to obtain the sideband transfer

functions, as defined in 4.4.2. A very popular implementation of a shooting method which

also includes this analysis, is the commercial simulator SpbctreRF [8].

4,5 Behavioral Modeling of RF Systems Using Volterra Se

ries

4.5.1 Modeling of Deterministic Effects

For modeling systems with weak nonlinearities one abstract approach that uses

only high-level frequency-domain description, is to use the Volterra theory, described in

4.4.1. Weakly nonlinear blocks can be described as JV-ports with a Volterra input-output

frequency domain mapping function [100]. In addition, RF system specifications are given

with the assumption of sinusoidal inputs to approximate the modulated signal, thus the

input can be considered to be a sum of complex exponential functions as in (4.21).

Assume a system that has:

1. iV-inputs, A-outputs (A-port),

2. weakly nonlinear behavior,

3. harmonic excitations X = where Xk = [aJijfe,. • is the vector

of port excitations at frequency fk,

^For example: A = \MHz, fi —iGHz, as it is common in RF systems with multiple mixers.
^Theoretically any nonlinear system can be described but the analysis becomes verycomplex, sincemany

high-order terms have to be taken into account; see 4.4.1.2
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4. output vector V,

5. nonlinearities are important up to order M.

Using (4.23), the response of an iV-port at port n is:

M

= E si""' (4-44)
m=l

j/n is the total response at port n, of frequency mixes of m-th order, given by:

®nl(/fel) •• '^nmifkm) '

fki]t (4 45)

where H^}^...,nm{fki»• ••>fkm) is the value of the m-th order transfer function from
ports ni,..., Um to port n for input frequencies /jbi,.. •, fkm ^-nd «nm(/ifem) i® coefficient

of the input harmonic fkm a-t port Xnm

This representation cannot model strong nonlinear behavior, for example the be

havior of a mixer. However, excluding strong compression, in a typical RF receiver the

signals driving the strong nonlinearities are periodical. Thus, the system can be modeled

using the sideband transfer functions in (4.29).

While a mixer is a strongly nonlinear module, the input-output behavior from RF

to IF is typically weakly nonlinear and thus can be represented with a Volterra input-output

map as in (4.45). Thus, if each coefficient of (4.30) is expanded to a Volterra series, both

periodical strong nonlinearities and weak nonlinearities can be modeled. This method has

also been used in [88, 101, 102]. Using (4.30), (4.45) becomes:

m

«nl(Al)... ^nm(Am) *

fki+Uo]t (4.46)

Thus the output is the sum of all responses up to n-th order of every sideband

transfer function. Each n-th order response is the sum of all responses of all combinations

of order n with all possible sidebands.
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Figure 4.4: Mixer Behavioral Model

By using this representation, most RF building blocks can be modeled in the

frequency domain. For example, the model for a mixer taking into account third order dis

tortion, reverse leakage gain, offset, conversion gain, RF leakage and 2nd spurious response

could be the following (at a specific frequency fj):

0 = -Iinifi) + AM)I<,utUi) +
zUfi)

VosUi) = -VoutUi) + z<«uUi)iMfj) +

E
*5/i±/LO=/j

E
t:/,±2/x,o=/i

E
*11*2 -fii +/i2 ±/LO=/i

*11*2 .*3 :/ti +/i2 +/t3 "^SlO—Sj
Av^^^-*\fi„/i„h)Vin{A)VinUh)VinUi,) (4.47)

where is the sideband /, order m, of the voltage gain. Figure 4.4 depicts

the model. Instead of currents and voltages, also s-parameters can be used as in [100].

4.5.2 Considerations on Noise Modeling

The representation in 4.5.1 is compatible with the frequency domain cyclo-stationary

noise analysis [13] presented in 4.4.3. If frequency domain noise spectral density functions

are used to model the noise performance of the RF blocks, the sideband transfer functions

defined in (4.29) can be used to compute the overall system noise performance. Thus we

can have a unified representation of both deterministic and stochastic non-idealities.
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Figure 4.5: Sample Input System for VHSim

The noise performance of RF blocks is typically characterized by their average

Noise Figure (NF). If the NF of a block is represented as a stationary white noise source,

(4.35) and harmonic balance can be used to compute the output spectrum [13]. The same

representation can be used also when the noise of the block is cydo-stationary. However,

the mixing of sideband spectra can effect the overall noise performance of a system only

in cases where the local oscillators (LOs) of the system have a simple integer relationship,

niLoi = niL02, where ni,n2 are small integers. Furthermore, in [16] it is shown that the

presence of phase noise in an oscillator signal may refute the cyclo-stationarity assumption.

For those reasons, this work focuses on deterministic effects.

4.6 VHSim: Hsirmonic Balance High-Level Simulation Us

ing Volterra Series-Based Models

The models discussed in 4.5.1 were used to implement a frequency domain behav

ioral simulator, VHSiM.

It takes as inputs an arbitrary interconnection of RF blocks, as in Figure 4.5, with

performance parameters in the frequency domain and real harmonic sources, and finds the

frequency spectrum of currents and voltages at all nodes. A SPICE-Iike input file format is

used. A sample input file is shown in Figure 4.6. Performance parameters can be either

obtained from the specifications of the block in the frequency domain or extracted from

transistor-level simulators.

According to 4.5, two types of models have been implemented:

1. Generic n-ports with arbitrary HjHi^llnmifkii •"tfkm) transfer function as in (4.46).
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sourcel source 1 111 f 915.003e6 mag -87

source2 source 111 llllf 916.002e6 mag -47

source3 source 1111 0 f 917.002e6 mag -47

antenna amp 1 0 2 0 av 0 nf 0 ip3 20

filterRF amp 2 0 3 0 av RFfilter.inf gain -3

Ina amp 3 0 4 0 av lna.inf ip3 -6 av3 av3.inf nf 3 gain 20

mixerRF mixer 4 0 5 0 av 6 nf 15 ip3 10 lo 905e6

filterIF amp 5 0 6 0 av fiIterIF.inf nf 4 ip3 20 gain -5

ampIF amp 6 0 7 0 av 20 ip3 -10 nf 20

mixerIF mixer 7 0 8 0 av 0 lo lOeO ip3 -10 nf 20

ampl amp 8 0 9 0 av aainf ip3 -10 nf 30 gain 40

load imp 9 0 mag 50

options fmax l.llleO abstol le-12 reltol le-12

output 987654321

Figure 4.6: Simulator Input File
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Those models give the user the highest flexibility to characterize a block in an arbitrary

way but are harder to use.

2. Speciflc subclasses of n-ports, such as loads, sources, ampliflers. Alters and mixers, so

that systems can be easily instantiated. A typical mixer model is shown in Figure 4.4.

Appendix A describes the input language of VHSim in more detail.

4.6.1 Mapping of Performance Parameters and Simulation Results to

Volterra Transfer Functions

For linear parameters, the results of AC circuit simulations can be included. The

coeflicients of linear time-varying components (4.29) such as conversion gain for a mixer,

can be extracted by simulators using periodical steady-state analysis as in [8]. Linear

interpolation is used to find the value of the parameter at the desired frequency.

Second and third order nonlinearities are described by the magnitude and phase

of the appropriate high-order Volterra transfer functions at different input frequency mixes.

For example, the third order nonlinearity of an amplifier can be obtained by simulating the

intermodulation performance at different input frequencies. Defining all f2i fz) to

be equal for all perturbations of /i,/2,/3 according to (4.26), third order intermodulation

at 2/i —/2, can be trivially mapped onto the value of the third-order Volterra coeflicient at

Higher order nonlinearities are specified in two ways:

• the JP3, IP2 or the P-ub are given for a block and are mapped onto the value of a

constant Volterra transfer function, which is essentially the third order coeflficient of

a polynomial nonlinearity

• the second or third order gain is specified at different frequency mixes and a look-up

table is formed for the third order Volterra transfer function

To find the value of a kernel at an arbitrary frequency mix, we use the sum of the

input frequencies as a variable to do linear interpolation at the Volterra input-output map

look-up table. If many values are found that correspond to different input frequencies with

the same sum, f\ is used to perform interpolation among the selected values and so on. The

interpolation is based in the following ordering:
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(/la» /2a> •••>fna) < {flbyhbt •••>fnb) = (/lo + /2a + ••+ /no < /u + /zft + ••+ /nfc)

V ((/la + /Za + •••+ /na = /l6 + /26+ •••+ /nj)

^(/lo < fib))

V ...

V ((/la + /2a + •••+ /na = /ift + /26 + •••+ /n6) A

(/la = /u) A.. . A(/n-2a = fn-2b)

A(/„_1, < /„_!,)) (4.48)

The user has the flexibility to define all pairs, triplettes, so that second and third

order distortion have the appropriate value in all desired frequency combinations.

Frequency-domain specifications or simulation results for specific parameters are

included in separate files. Figure 4.7 shows an example of a third order distortion specifi

cation file while Figure 4.8 shows an example of a filter specification file.

4.6.2 Computation of Output Harmonics and Intermodulation Combina

tions

The simulation algorithm used is harmonic balance. If /,• are the frequencies of the

K input harmonic sources and fiOi the frequencies of the L periodical strong nonlinearities,

the output spectrum contains all possible fj such as:

fj = + ^^lifLOii
t=i t=i

K L

^ ^ Mynaxj^^ |̂ il ^ L^nax^ fj ^ fmax (4.49)
i=l 1=1

where Mmax is the maximum order nonlinear product, Lmax the maximum side

band sum and fmax the maximum important frequency assumed present at the system.

Only non-negative frequencies fj are considered since the system is real, causal with real

excitations so for the solution X{f), it is assumed that X(f) = X*{—f) if / < 0.

To further reduce the theoretically infinite number of output harmonics for the

harmonic balance simulation, various heuristics were used based on the topology of the
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fl f2 f3 dB rad

-900e6 900e6 0e6 -60 0

-900e6 900e6 800e6 -60 0

-900e6 900e6 900e6 -60 0

-900e6 lOOOeO 0e6 -60 0

-900e6 1000e6 1000e6 -60 0

-900e6 llOOeO 0 -60 0

-900e6 1200e6 900e6 -60 0

-llOOeO 1100e6 llOOeO -50 0

-llOOeO 900e6 900e6 -50 0

-llOOeO lOOOeO llOOeO -50 0

-llOOeO 1000e6 lOOOeO -50 0

-llOOeO 900e6 1100e6 -50 0

0 0 0 -100 0

900e6 900e6 900e6 -110 0

900e6 900e6 0 -110 0

-2400e6 2400e6 900e6 -200 0

-2400e6 900e6 900e6 -200 0

902e6 -3 0

900e6 -6 0

928e6 -3 0

930e6 -6 0

950e6 -15 0

880e-6 -15 0

800e6 -30 0

lOOOeO -30 0

Figure 4.7: Third Order Specification Distortion File

Figure 4.8: Filter Specification File
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system. For a receiver system with multiple local oscillators for example, the distortion

terms offrequency converted versions of Fin such as Fin - Flo2 where Flo2 is the frequency

of the second local oscillator, are eliminated. This is because in the receiver chain, the

strong signals are Fin,^in - ^LOx, -Fin —FlOj - Flo2 • A term like Fin- FlOs can only be a

leakage term so it cannot excite important nonlinear products. Currently, up to third-order

nonlinear models for blocks have been considered, but the method is expandable to higher

orders at the expense of complexity.

Figure 4.9 shows the number of output harmonics as a function of the number of

input harmonics with and without imposing the heuristics discussed above. The results are

for one or two local oscillators and for 1-4 input sources imposing the constraints discussed

above. The "unconstrained" case refers to the total number of output combinations if:

K L

t=l 1= 1

K»| ^ Lynaxx I'^tl ^ I^max, (4.50)

It is clear that a great reduction of the complexity is achieved.

Once the output harmonics have been defined, the intermodulation products need
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to be determined, which means that all possible second and third order combinations need

to be created. Since the intermodulation of weak non-linearity products gives negligible

products, only the intermodulation combinations of both non-negative and negative input

harmonics, or frequency converted versions of the input harmonics, are considered. Those

harmonics are described by:

L

T : fa fa = fi + X]/t/LO,, l^tl < 1 (4.51)
S= 1

where /,• is any input harmonic, and fiOi are the local oscillators' frequencies. To find the

7i-th order intermodulation products, the following procedure is followed:

1. find all /„: /n = /oi + ...+ /an + UfLOi where /ai,. •.,/a„ € F, |/i| < 1 ;

2. if fn € ^outi where Tout is defined by (4.49) add the combination to the list n-th order

combinations for LOi of output frequency /„.

Figure 4.10 shows the maximum number of pairs and triplettes that correspond to

an output frequency, as a function of the number of input frequencies. It is assumed that

Lmax ~ Mfaax ~ 3.

4.6.3 Assembly of High-Order Sparse Matrix Equations

The simulator assembles the sparse-matrix equations for all possible frequencies

fj determined in (4.49):

AI{fj) = 0 (4.52)

V(fi)-ATEUi) = 0 (4.53)

fi+mfLOi =fj

Ji+9lfLOi~Ij

/»!+/t2 +9j/i,Oj—Sj

V(A)®V'(/.J+

+f»2 +9i/i:,Oj —Sj
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2nd and 3rd Order Combfnatlotts
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Figure 4.10: Triplettes, Pairs vs Output Harmonics

/I'l +/t2 +/«3+9iJlOi =fj

n/u)®V(4)®V(/.-3)+

/»!+/i2 +/«3+91SlOi=Ij

= SUi)
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(4.54)

where V^I^E are the vectors of branch currents, branch voltages and node volt

ages respectively. are assembled from the block-level models as in (4.47), A is

the connectivity matrix and "(S)" is the Kronecker product of vectors. In the higher order

products, fi are determined by (4.51). Equations (4.52), (4.53) are Kirchoff's current and

voltage laws respectively (KCL, KVL) and (4.54) is the generalized nonlinear branch equa

tion in the frequency domain. If J is the number of possible non-negative output frequencies

determined in (4.49), N the number of nodes and B the number of branches, (4.52)-(4.54)

is a nonlinear, complex system of J-(iV-l-2B) equations in the frequency domain. In matrix

notation the system in (4.52)-(4.54) can be re-written as:
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0

s(/l)

S{fj) J
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A 0

0 A

^Hh) •

I 0

0 I

0 /

-A'

0 -A^

0

" lUi) '

HJj)

0 V(/i)

0
•

a'T V(/j)
BUl)

(-fl) • Ky( '̂̂ ^J(-Jj) n-h)

i-fj)}

'n-h)'

+

V(-fj)

L n-sj) _

n-sj)

L nsj) . nsj)

• i-Sj, -Sj, -Sj) • Uj. Sj. Sj) • (
• V(-/j)"

<Oi

• n-fj)'
/Oi

'n-fj)'

I. nij).

09

. nfj). . n/j).

[ ]=Q- [ ]+Q- ([ ]®[ t/? ]) +Q3 •([ %'> ]® X{-f)

XU)

(4.55)

where Kvlt{h^-'">fn) is the sideband at frequency if /,• = Ifio and //lo
dehne an existing sideband transfer function of a module, otherwise it is zero and n is the

order of the nonlinearity. All matrices are very sparse.

4.6.4 Solution Algorithm

Defining:

xuf = Wi) ••-n/jWih) ••-VUjMfi) ••-EUj)] (4.56)

(4.55) can be re-written as:

IMS'I)
(4^7)
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or

F(X(f),X(-f)) = 0 (4.58)

Since for real system with real excitations X(-f) = X*(f), (4.58) becomes:

F(Xif),XV)) = 0 (4.59)

If we define:

X = Xr + JXi

F = Fr-\- jFj

XR^Xr^x'^ =

T" =

(4.59) can be convertedinto a real system of equations that can be solved with the Newton-

Raphson iteration:

where

dF{X)
dX

It can be easily proven that

OFr

OXr
OFr

= Re

= Im

dFn
BXr
BFl

'R

dFn
dXi

dFr
dXi

dF

dX dX'
dF dF

dX dX'

dF

dXi
dFi

OXr
dFi

dXi

—Im

Re

dF dF

dX dX'

dF dF\

dX dX

(4.60)

(4.61)

(4.62)

(4.63)

(4.64)

(4.65)

where denotes the Jacobian of F with respect to the conjugate of vector X. At every

step of the iteration, the linear system is very sparse and can be solvedefficiently using sparse

matrix techniques [103]. The constant portion of the Jacobian comingfrom the linear term

of (4.57) is evaluated only once and then is updated at every iteration adding the terms

from the nonlinear portion of(4.57). The algorithm for the iterative solution of (4.61) is

shown in Figure 4.11. A typical flow of the overall behavioral simulation methodology is

shown in Figure 4.12.
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evaluate constant term of U; /* from (4.57) Qi matrix */
evaluate constant term of /* from (4.57) Qi matrix */

set X = 0; n=0

repeat

n= n+1;

evaluate higher-order terms of /* from (4.57) Q21Q3 matrices */

evaluate higher-order terms of ^7; /* from (4.57) Q21Q3 matrices */
evaluate F(X");
find

until - IC'I < Stolerance

Figure 4.11: Iterative Solution Algorithm

4.6.5 Models Implemented - Limitations of Current Implementation

As shown in 4.4.1, Volterra series can be used to model any practical nonlinear

function, if enoughterms of the Volterraexpansion (4.18)are used. Toreduce computational

complexity, only up to third-order Volterra transfer functions were considered in the models

used. Spurious responses for mixers, which can be modeled with the linear term of higher

order sideband transfer functions were considered up to third order ®. The fuU

models for both mixers and amplifiers are described in Appendix A.

Due to the models implemented, the current version of VHsiM has limitations.

The case of a strong input signal to an amplifier or a mixer is not modeled accurately.

This may occur in receivers driven to compression by a strong blocker, or in transmitters

using highly nonlinear power amplifiers. Since VHsim models can be easily modified to

include higher order Volterra transfer functions, including functions up to fifth or seventh

order shotdd be sufiicient for most practical cases. The easiest way to determine those

higher order functions is to use high-order polynomial fitting ajid consider the functions to

be equal to the constant coefficients of the polynomial (frequency independent). A small

modification of the algorithm determining the output frequency combinations is needed

to include frequency combinations due to the higher orders. Furthermore, the equation

^Typically this is sufficient for most mixers
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AC analysis

PSS analysis

fa, fb: IP3 >al
fc, fd: IP3 >a2

Frequency domain

simulation results

G(dB)j filter specs

Block-level

user specs

Input File
source! source 1 111f 91S.003e6mag -87
source2source 111 1111 f916.002e6 mag -47
sources source 11110 f 917.002e6mag -47

antenna amp 1 0 2 0 av 0 nf 0 ip3 20

filterRF an9 20 3 0 avRFfilteninf gain-3

Inaamp 3 0 4 0 av lna.inf ip3 -6 av3 av3.inf nf 3 gain 20

mixerRFmixer 4 0 S 0 av 6 nf IS ip3 10 lo 90Se6

filterIFamp5 0 6 0 av filterIF.inf nf4 ip320gain-S

1

compute harmonics
and combinations

, between iiarmonics

>

assemble volterra

look-up tables

r

build harmonic-balance

equations

Newton-Raphson

iteration

Simulator

Figure 4.12: Behavioral Simulator Flow Diagram
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RF Fitter IR Filter IFFDter IFaaip

Figure 4.13: Super-Heterodyne Receiver

formulation mechanism described in 4.6.3 should include higher order terms. It should

be noted that including higher order terms may significantly increase the simulation time,

since the number of harmonics depends on the order of nonlinearity. J oc where J is

the number of output harmonics, K the number of input harmonics and n the maximum

order of nonlinearities. The use of heuristics may significantly reduce the number of output

harmonics, as shown in 4.6.2.

4.7 Examples

4.7.1 High-Level Simulation of Super-Heterodyne Receiver

The super-heterodyne receiver of Figure 4.13 was used to test the behavioral sim

ulator VHsim. It is intended to operate in the 902 —928MHz band and selects a 30KHz

channel. It has a sensitivity of —QOdBm, intermodulation protection of SOdB and in-band

blocking of -37dB meeting a 10"^ BER (lOdB SNDR) specification. The results were

compared to behavioral models in SpectreHDL, the high-level language used with Spec-

treRF [9].

In both simulators performance metrics such as filtering, second and third order

intercept points (IP2^IP^y DC offsets, RF leakages, coupling and frequency translation

were modeled. In SpectreHDL, nonlinearities were modeled with polynomials and filters

were mapped to 3-10th order Chebyscheff or Butterworth implementations. A typical block

in SpectreHDL was modeled as in Figure 4.4. Table 4.1 summarizes the types of models

used. The approach of the Volterra I/O mapping table gives a unified representation for aU

blocks in the case of VHsim.

Two types of analyses were used in SpectreRF:
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VHsim SpectreRF

filters Volterra I/O map

Volterra I/O map third order polynomials
mixing Volterra I/O map ideal multiplier
offsets,sources multi-tone harmonic sources multi-tone harmonic sources

Table 4.1: Modeling of RF Blocks

104

Input Spectrum Output Spectrum

wanted
signal

wanted

signal
large unwanted Nonlinear Module
signals

IM3 Product F«ter

Figure 4.14: Third Order Intermodulation

wanted distortion and
signal Interference

• PSS, where all the harmonics are considered strong nonlinear excitations and therefore

the minimum common period is used to find the periodicaUy varying operating point;

it is more accurate but takes a lot longer to complete, since for a narrow-band system

the tones are closely spaced.

• PAC, where only the LOs are considered strong nonlinearities and input signals are

considered linear; this analysis does not give accurate results for distortion but is a

lot faster. For distortion analysis, the input can be consider as one large signal plus

one small signal and PAC can be used to find the intermodulation.

In a narrow-band system like a super-heterodyne receiver, the filters used are in

the order of 30 KHz bandwidth. To accurately simulate the effects of the filters in the

presence of distortion, as in Figure 4.14, a small fundamental frequency is required. This

is also desirable in order to accurately model the intermodulation of narrow-band adjacent

channels. Using a small fundamental frequency, as explained in 4.4.5, may significantly

degrade the performance of the periodic steady-state analysis in SpbctreRF.

The results of VHsim were found to be consistent with the ones from SpectreRF

with a big improvement in simulation time, especially when a small fundamental is used.
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VHsim SpectreRF

PSS PAC

2-tones CPU (sec) 7 2265 (fund = lOKHz) 30.6 (fund = IMHz)
2-LOs max error (dB) 0.1 0 1.5

3-tones CPU (sec) 32.8 2265 (fund = lOKHz) 30.6 (fund = IMHz) 30.6
2-LOs max error(dB) 0.12 0 1.6

Table 4.2: Super-heterodyne Receiver Simulation Comparison

A three-tone test was used to check the signal-to-interference ratio in the presence of two

intermodulating signals. The frequencies used were LOi = 905MHz,LO2 = lOMHz^Fi =

915.01MHz,F2 = 916.02MJ?^,i^3 = 917.02MHz.

The performance of the simulators was evaluated for different numbers of input

harmonics and different input frequency spacing. As expected, the simulation time for VH-

SIM depends only on the number of harmonics present in the system, while for SpectreRF

it depends on the input frequency spacing. Figure 4.15 shows the simulation times for

the same problem for both simulators, as a function of the fundamental frequency and the

number of input harmonics. It should be noted however that in SpectreRF, high-order

filters create convergence problems, thus lower order filters had to be used. This is not

a problem for VHsim. For simulations with many input harmonics VHsim becomes, as

expected, significantly slower.

The results are summarized in Table 4.2. VHsim simulations were run on a DEC

Alpha-Server 600MHz and all CPU times are normalized to that. For SpectreRF simula

tions, an HP C240 was used. The maximum error refers to the third order intermodulation

component which dominates the SNDR. The result of a periodic steady-state analysis is

used for reference. For PSS analysis, a very small fundamental frequency was used since

the system is narrow-band. The speed advantage of VHsiM is reduced when compared to

PAC, but the accuracy is better.

A typical VHsim output is shownin Figure 4.16. Figure 4.17 shows the simulation

time in VHsiM for different number of input tones, while changing /max and therefore the

size of the problem (Equation 4.49). Table 4.3 summarizes the performance of the simulator

for 4 and 5 input tones. iVi,JV2, are the number of input and LO frequencies, Fmax the

maximum upper frequency, Jtot the total number of frequency combinations, J the number

of output frequencies used, if^Ng the percentage of non-zero Jacobian elements and N the

total number of branches and nodes. When more nonlineareffectsare included, the matrices
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Output Spectrum
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Figure 4.16: Simulator Output

iVi,iV2, Fmax CPU is) Jtot J N

2,2 2.1e9 7.1 1241 168 8604 0.05

2,2 6e9 17 1241 253 12144 0.03

3,2 l.le9 9.1 16807 217 11067 0.03

3,2 2.1e9 67 16807 428 19788 0.02

Table 4.3: VHsim Performance Table
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become less sparse and simulation time increases.

4.7.2 Wideband IF CMOS RF Receiver

The wideband IF receiver of Figure 4.18 [104] was also used to evaluate the per

formance of VHsim. Briefly, the architecture works as follows:

1. The input signal is filtered by an RF filter to obtain the desired RF band.

2. After amplification from a low noise amplifier, the signal is down-converted to an IF,

using a fixed local oscillator, as opposed to a channel-select variable oscillator that is

used in a super-heterodyne receiver. As a result, the image RF band is also converted

and an image-reject mixer architecture is used to cancel the image band. The second

local oscillator is tuned to the desired channel and down-converts it to DC.
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3. The baseband signal is amplified by a variable gain amplifier and finally filtered by a

low-pass filter.

4. The filtered channel is digitized by an A/D converter. Additional filtering is being

done digitally.

4.7.2.1 Behavioral System-Level Simulation

The selection of the specifications for the individual components is typically done

manually, using analytical calculations. VHsim was used to perform intermodulation and

blocking simulations using the parameters of Table 4.4 from [105]. Two or three input

tones wereused for the simulations. The frequencies and magnitudes of the tones used, are

summarized in Table 4.5.

The results of the simulations are summarized in Table 4.6 and agree with the

specifications for the overall receiver derived in [105] (IP3 =-13.5 dBm). The output of the

simulator for the two-tone, third order intermodulation test is shown in Figure 4.19. Fig

ure 4.20 shows the output spectrum using three tones (one wanted signal and two unwanted

large blockers). In both figures, the spectrum before and after the assumed digital filter is

shown.
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Block Variable Specification

Antenna Gain (dB) 0

NF (dB) 0

RF Filter/T-R Switch Gain -4

NF (dB) 0

Attenuation (dB) 38

LNA max Gain(dB) 22

min Gain (dB) 0

NF (dBm) 2.74

input IPz (dBm) -7

Mixer 1 max conv. Gain(dB) 10

min conv. Gain(dB) 0

NF (dB) 18.6

input JP3 (dBm) 13

LOl phase noise (dBc/Hz) 3mhz -137

channel spacing (KHZ) fixed

Flo (MHz) 1470

Mixer 2 conv. Gain(dB) 8

NF (dB) 26

input /P3 (dBm) 17.1

L02 phase noise (dBc/Hz) 3mhz -137

channel spacing (KHZ) 200

Flo (MHz) 390

VGA Amp / Anti-Alias Filter max Gain(dB) 12

min Gain (dB) 3

NF 32

input IP2 (dBm) 107

input IPz (dBm) 29.9

Digital Channel Select Filter frequency (Hz) attenuation (dB)
0-300e3 0

400e3-600e3 15

800e3- 65

Table 4.4: Wideband IF Receiver Block-Level Parameters

Test Frequency (Hz) Power (dBm) )
(2 tones) 1861e6 -49

1861.8e6 -49

(3 tones) 1861e6 -49

1861.8e6 -49

1860.1e6 -99

Table 4.5: VHsim Wideband IF Simulation Inputs
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Test CPU Time (s) Problem Size # harmonics SNDR (dB) IPZTOTAL
IM3 (2 tones) 4.6 5966 157 - -13dBm

IM3 (3 tones) 17.3 13612 332 21.3 -13dBm

Table 4.6: VHsiM Wideband IF Simulation Results
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Figure 4.20: Simulator Output for Wideband IF Receiver - 3 tones
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Module Parameter CPU Time (s)
RF Mixer 31.9

IMs^fout) (4 points) 4x 151

IF Mixer Av^^{f), Av^^{f) 22

IMzUout) (4 points) 4x51

RC Filter Mf)
VGA + Sallen-Key Filter Mf) 5

IMz(fout) (4 points) 4x74
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Table 4.7: Wideband IF Receiver Extraction Results

4.7.2.2 Bottom-Up Hierarchical Verification

The wideband-IF receiver described in 4.7.2 was used to test the performance

of the VHsim in simulating an extracted transistor-level design. The designs extracted,

were the ones used for the multi-standard, fully integrated CMOS RF transceiver [105],

which is an evolution of [104]. Transistor-level extracted schematics were used to create

Volterra look-up tables. SpectreRF PAC analysis was used to extract the linear sideband

transfer functions, up to third order, of the two mixers (RF and IF). The intermodulation

performance wasextracted using periodic steady-state (PSS) analysis at different frequency

mixes. The AC response and the intermodulation responseof the VGA/baseband filter was

also extracted using AC and PSS analysis with SpectreRF.

Table 4.7 summarizes the parameters that were extracted with the corresponding

simulation times in SpectreRF.

Cascade of Mixers

To test the performance of the behavioral simulator, the cascade of the two mixers,

RF and IF, were simulated with VHsim. The overall mixer structure was also simulated

using SpectreRF. Table 4.8 summarizes the results. The total simulation time for VH

sim, includes both the extraction with SpectreRF, plus the actual behavioral simulation

time. A big improvement in overall simulation time is achieved, while the accuracy of the

simulation is within 0.5 dB from full SpectreRF simulation. VHsim simulations were run

on a DEC Alpha-Server 600MHz and all CPU times are normalized to that. Figure 4.21

shows the output spectra close to the intermodulation products, from both SpectreRF

and VHsim. Simulations match accurately for the signals above the numerical noise floor.
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The diiference of 0.5 dB can be attributed to numerical errors of both simulators and the

maximum frequency limit in VHsim.

The tones used for the simulations were: /i = lS75MHz^ /z = lS85MHZy

FlOi = I47OMH2:, Flo2 = 8^8MHz. However, for VHsim, using /i = ISCl.SMJJz,

/2 = ISOlAfiTs, which are the input tones that are specified for the receiver to test the

intermodulation performance, the overall input /P3 is Vip^ = -3.9 dBV. At different fre

quency tones the /P3 may be different. With SpectreRF, this is very hard to verify for the

cascade, since a very small fundamental frequency has to be used and the simulation time

and required memory are prohibitive For the individual mixers, more accurate values

can be extracted, using tones closer to the ones specified, and then VHsiM can be used for

the system simulation.

^See section 4.4.5. For the Newton-Raphson iteration the whole transient waveform is saved, thus the
memory requirements dramatically increase with the reduction of the step-size. High accuracy requires a
very small step-size in the numerical integration.
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The accuracy of the full SpectreRF simulation can also be compromised by the

very small signals used, requiring very tight tolerances. If very small amplitude tones are

used, the numerical noise becomes comparableto the intermodulation noise. Forthis reason,

larger amplitudes are preferred. However, if a cascade of blocks is used, the amplitude of

the signals exciting the subsequent stages may be too large, so that higher than third

order nonlinearities cause the IP3 calculation to be inaccurate. Thus, if the blocks are

extracted separately using appropriate amplitudes, VHsim may give more accurate results.

In Table 4.8, if the cascade formula for the calculation of intermodulation is used, IP3 =

—3.45dJ9F, which agrees with VHsim.

Receiver Path

The overall intermodulation performance of the receiver was also tested using the

extracted Volterra look-up tables with VHsim. For the RF Filter and the LNA that were not

available, behavioral models were used from the specifications of Table 4.4. A comparison

with a fuU SpectreRF simulation was not possible due to the complexity of the problem.

The fundamental frequency for this simulation has to be very small requiring excessive

computation time and memory.

Table 4.9 summarizes the results of the simulation. Figure 4.22 shows the output

spectrum with the same input signals as in Table 4.5. The results are within the specifica

tions given. Since the actual module designs were more conservative than the specifications,

the overall predicted nonlinearity is improved. Even though a full SpectreRF simulation

was not possible, given the simulation time for the cascade of mixers that used a 5 MHz

fundamental frequency, it is estimated that it could take over 20,000 CPU seconds, just

by using a smaller fundamental frequency (0.2 MHz). Adding the extraction time to the

VHsim simulation, this implies a speed-up by a factor of thirty.

It is easily seen that VHsim can simulate accurately and in reasonable time ex

tremely complex problems that cannot be handled otherwise. Instead of having to simulate

a large and stiif systems smaller blocks can be simulated in reasonable time, extracting

the necessary information needed for VHsim.

frequencies differ by orders of magnitudes
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Test CPU Time (s) Problem Size ^ harmonics SNDR (dB) LPstotal
IMz (2 tones) 29.3 6751 157 - -10.75dBm

IMz (3 tones) 159.3 19274 419 24.5 -10.75dBm

Table 4.9: VHsim Wideband IF Extracted Simulation Results
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Figure 4.22: Simulator Output for Wideband IF Receiver (Extracted Modules) - 3 tones
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4.8 Conclusions

A frequency-domain, "black box" representation of deterministic effects of RF sys

tems has been described. The modeling is based on the Volterra theory of nonlinear systems.

The behavioral harmonic balajice simulator developed based on those models, is significantly

faster than time-domain macro-modeling and can accurately simulate deterministic effects

such as intermodulation and frequency translation.

Unlike previous work [84], values for the Volterra coefficients are obtained directly

from specifications or extracted performances. Since no costly differential equation-based

models have to be used, the computation time of the Jacobian for the harmonic balance

system of equations is greatly reduced compared to standard harmonic-balance implemen

tations. The Volterra coefficients are used purely at the behavioral levels not a the device

level, which results in small nonlinear algebraic systems that can be solved very efficiently.

The simulator can be used both in system design to partition high-level specifica

tions of RF systems to blocks, as well as in system verification given extracted high level,

frequency domain performance parameters. This makes it suitable to use in the context

of our proposed hierarchical methodology for RF systems. System-level verification results

compare accurately with available behavioral simulation techniques and full transistor sim

ulations, while great improvement in simulation time is observed. The results are also

presented in [106].
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Chapter 5

Design of A Voice Mail Pager

System

5.1 Introduction

The continuing growth of demand for large integrated electronic systems requires

more efficient system-level design methodologies and design flows, that exploit hierarchy,

make efficient use of design automation technology to understand trade-offs at every level

of the design hierarchy, and allow for re-use of existing software or hardware modules.

Most system-level design methodologies are focused purely on digital implementa

tions. The hardware-software co-design methodology proposed in [107] addresses the design

of complex hardware-software embedded systems.

However, in most modern wireless communication systems, the analog RF front

end is the most challenging design task. Systematic consideration of the trade-offs of the

analog portion of the system from the top-most level of the hierarchy, can signiflcantly affect

the optimization of the analog design, making the overall system implementation easier.

So far, the proposed hierarchical design methodology for analog and mixed-signal

systems has been demonstrated for relatively simple analog blocks [2, 3] and medium com

plexity, appbcation-speciflc mixed-signal systems (Chapter 3, [82]).

To facibtate the design of emerging mixed-signal systems, that combine pro

grammable digital functions as well as analog interface circuits for wireless, high-frequency

communication, it is desirable to use both the aforementioned methodologies. In this chap-
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ter, the design of a voice-mail pager system is used as a vehicle to develop a methodology

for the efficient design of complex wireless embedded systems. The overview of the overall

methodology is briefly discussed and a complete system design of the RF portion of the

pager system is presented.

The methodology can be considered as the system-level expansion of both the

hardware-software co-design methodology and the analog top-down, constraint-driven de

sign methodology. It is also perfectly compatible with the goals of the Virtual Socket

Interface Alliance (VSItm) [108] since it focuses on re-usability of existing modules and

provides a hierarchical interface by which those modules can be included.

In 5.2 the PoLis co-design methodology and the goals of the VSItm Alliance are

briefly discussed to provide the necessary background. Section 5.4 gives an overview of the

methodology. Section 5.5 briefly discusses the higher levels of the design hierarchy, from

functional specifications to communication protocol design and selection of the physical

layer parameters. Finally, 5.6 presents in detail the methodology for the RF portion of the

system.

5.2 Background

5.2.1 Hardware/Software Co-design Methodology

To facilitate the design of hardware-software systems, the PoLis design methodol

ogy and system has been developed [107]. The system is based on a formal model of designs

that is implementation independent and allows high-quality optimization in subsequent

phases of the design process. The design process itself is formalized as a "self-replicating"

process of function and architecture selection followed by mapping of one into the other.

The system has been tested on control dominated applications, such as engine control in

automotive systems and on mixed data-control applications such as Digital Video Broad

casting.

5.2.2 VSI Design Paradigm

The basic goal of the VSI AUiancerM [108] is to provide an appropriate interface

for the re-use of intellectual property modules. The modules can be included in various

levels of the design hierarchy, from an abstract Vhdl description to a functional layout.
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Specification Value

system description 1-way, voice -f text
operating radius 1 km

users 1000

messages/day/user (voice) 10

messages/day/user (text) 2

message length (voice) [5-120 sec]
peak: period 8 hours

^ lost messages < 1%
service time < 2 sec

voice quality "telephone"
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Table 5.1: Voice Mail Pager Specifications

There is also an ongoing effort to include analog and mixed-signal modules. The presented

voice-pager system provides a perfect opportunity to test the functionality of such interfaces

in a realistic design and explore possibilities of analog and mixed-signal system interfaces.

5.3 System Description

The system is a one-way voice-mail pager system, intended to operate at industrial

sites and serve about 1000 users at a radius of about 1 km. There is only one base station

transmitting simultaneously to all users. Users can receive both voice and text messages.

Table 5.1 gives an overview of the system specifications from a user perspective. The

specifications represent typical user requirements for paging traffic during working hours

for a medium size industrial cite. To simplify the problem, there is no two-way paging, so

the acceptable number of lost pages has to be quite low.

5.4 Methodology Overview

The layered structure of a typical wireless communication system is shown in Fig

ure 5.1. The Application layer (APP) handles the input data and compresses/decompresses

the voice. The Media Access Control (MAC) layer packs the bits into frames and super-

frames and uses the appropriate control for channel hopping and addressing. The Physical

(PHY) layer modulates/demodulates bits into symbols. Finally the RF layer is responsible

for the analog /digital conversion, and transmission/reception of the modulated signal.
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The functionality of each layer can be mapped onto software or hardware. Typi

cally, the physical "Channel" follows the Physical layer of the system, but in this diagram

the RF linkis being shown explicitly since it is part ofthe system design. Once the function

ality of all the layers has been specified, a hierarchical design methodology can be followed

for the implementation.

However, there are numerous trade-offs involved in the partitioning of the func

tionality between the layers. A lot of design variables, specified for example at the MAC

protocol layer, can be translated to both functionality specifications for a specific hard

ware/software block, and constraints for the RF layer. For instance, the frame error rate

(FER) decided at the AFP layer serves as a constraint for the RFlayer, the bits/slot/frame
is a constraintfor the MAC layer,whereas the QCELP compression algorithm, alsospecified

at the same layer, can be directly mapped to a hardware or software implementation.

A typical IC design flow is shown in Figure 5.2. The layers described above are

part of the functional requirements. Since there is alsohierarchy in the process of specifying

the requirements for eachlayer, the overall design flow for the voice mail (VM)pagersystem

can be represented as in Figure 5.3. Each layer hierarchically generates both constraints

for the subsequent layers, and implementation requirements.

Taking into account the hierarchy within the functional description of the system.
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Tools
Library

Figure 5.2: Typical Design Flow
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there are roughly five behavioral levels in the pager design process: at the APP layer,

given the user constraints and additional FCC constraints, behavioral simulation in C-

code is used to specify a specific speech compression and decompression algorithm, a user

slot length per frame, and au acceptable frame error rate (PER). Given the requirements

of the APP layer and the implementation constraints, mainly FCC and environmental

constraints, behavioral simulation is used, to define in more detail the protocol at the MAC

layer. FCC, environmental and other constraints generated at the APP, MAC layers, are

used to define in more detail the modulation scheme, detection scheme and acceptable

carrier to interference ratio (C/I) at the PHY layer. Finally, an architecture and a specific

implementation of the architecture are defined at the "Architecture", "Implementation"

levels of the hierarchy. The final implementation can contain software, digital hardware

and analog hardware blocks. The top-down analog design methodology can be used for

the analog portion, and the PoLis methodology for the digital portion of the system. The

above process is depicted schematically in Figure 5.3.

5.4.1 Design Goals

It is clear that different solutions can be selected at each level of the hierarchy

depending on the design goals that are set. For the pager design, those goals are:

1. "ease" of implementation - faster time-to-market

2. possibility of reuse of designed modules

3. power minimization

It is important to weight appropriately those goals and be consistent with the overall ob

jectiveat every stage of the design. For example it does not make sense to optimize at the

highest level for reuse and immediately after for power, resulting in a system that is neither

consistent with power minimization nor reuse maximization.

5.4.2 Constraint Translation

At each level of the design hierarchy, a set of performance constraints passed from

the higher level and a set of "local" implementation constraints, are being translated onto

variable values that become constraints for the subsequent level of the hierarchy. The
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"constraint" translation mechanism is being done by some kind of performance evaluation

that could be obtained analytically or by simulation. Since many solutions may exist for a

constraint translation problem, a design objective is needed at every level; such objectives

can be heuristic at the higher levels, such as "ease" of implementation, re-usability, or more

accurate such as area and power at the transistor level. Such a heuristic objective could

be lumped at a "flexibility" function (Section 3.4.4). The heuristic high-level objective is

needed for a fast high-level architectural evaluation and partitioning of constraints.

Naturally, overall optimality cannot be guaranteed, but a feasible solution can

be found in an inexpensive way, without having to go into implementation details. Given

the desired objective, a set of parameters can be selected either automatically by using
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optimization, as in 3.4.5, or manually using "designer's judgment". In both cases, adequate

high level simulation can guarantee that the solution is feasible. It is therefore critical to

identify the variables ("constraints") to be used at each level, so that the hierarchy is clearly

defined, and also understand the elfect of those high level design variables to our design

constraints and objectives. For instance, to consider the effect of the choice of a specific

modulation scheme such as GMSK, we need not only adequate system-level simulation tools,

but also a way to quantify the effect of this choice to the RF subsystem. Such effects can

be either qualitative, such as making the RF implementation "harder" from a designer's

standpoint and more likely to consume more power, or quantitative, requiring properties

such as specific Noise Figure (NF) and third order intermodulation performance (/M3).

To consider such effects we need to show how to link existing tools in a specific design

fiow, show what variables are used, and quantify high-level design trade-offs. Possibly new

tools and techniques could be developed to assist the design flow, for example a way to

"link" communication, system-level simulation such as Ptolemy, with RF simulation such

as SpectreRF.

5.5 VM Pager Hierarchical Design

5.5.1 Functional Layers

5.5.1.1 Application Layer (APP)

At the highest level of the design hierarchy, the user specifications of Table 5.1 and

additional environmental constraints, have to be mapped onto high-level design variables.

Due to FCC restrictions, the system can only operate in one of the unlicensed bands. For

all design objectives, ease of implementation, re-usability and power minimization, it makes

more sense to operate at the lowest unlicensed band, the 902 MHz - 928 MHz ISM band.

Hence, we consider the FCC constraints of this band as our top-level "environmental"

constraints. The two specified ways to access the ISM band is either by frequency hopping

(FH) or by code division multiple access (CDMA). Frequency hopping is selected, since the

data have to be processed at a much lower rate than CDMA. Processing data at the chip

rate would complicate the transceiver design and increase the power consumption.

A summary of the constraints due to the FCC regulations for FH is given in

Table 5.2. Notice that a constraint of interference of other users using this band is added.
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Constraint Value

hop channels >50

BW per channel < 500 kHz

peak power < 1 W

hop time <0.4 sec/channelf20sec
out-of-band rad. < 210 uVjm
in-band interference > yyy

Table 5.2: 902-928 Band FCC Constraints

Variable Value Objective

comp. algorithm QCELP
9600 bits/sec

easiness, power

PER 0.02 easiness, power
BER 0.001 easiness, power
bits/frame/user 600 easiness, power
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Table 5.3: "APP" Variables

This constraint is mostly unknown and has to be determined either by measurements or by

making some general assumptions.

At this layer the high-level variables to be decided are frame length, algorithms

to be used for voice coding and decoding and acceptable error rates. A C-model of the

QCELP compression algorithm is used in order to decide the acceptable frame error rate

and frame length. The variables that have to be decided so that the constraints of Table 5.1

and Table 5.2 are satisfied, are summarized in Table 5.3.

In the variable selection process, the objective is to majcimize the easeof the design,

keeping the power at a reasonable level. When the parameter value does not affect the ease

of the design, power minimization is selected as the objective. The "cost" of the specific

parameter set can either be determined heuristically by the designer or models according

to 5.4.1 can be used.

5.5.1.2 Media Access Control Layer (MAC)

The voice and control information are transmitted in frames. Each frame carries a

number of user message slots and a number of frames and several frames are organized in a

super-frame. The variables that have to be decided, so that the constraints of Table 5.1 and

Table 5.2 are satisfied, are summarized in Table 5.4. Statistical models in BONeS [109] are
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Variable Value Objective

# hop channels 50 easiness, power
comp. algorithm QCELP

9600 bits/sec
easiness, power

FER 0.02 easiness, power
BER 0.001 easiness, power
slots/frame 8 easiness

bits/ slot 600 easiness, power
frames/super-frame 32 power

modulation efficiency 1 bit/sec/Hz
hops/frame 1 easiness, power
channel bit rate 240 kbps (dependent)
user channel access FDMA power

user bit rate 30 kbps (dependent)
hop rate 20 msec (dependent)

Table 5.4: "MAC" Variables
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used to simulate the service time, the overflow of messages and the number of lost messages.

The parameter values determined are summarized in Table 5.4, together with the objective

that was used for the selection of the specific parameter.

Figure 5.5 briefly describes the organization of the MAC protocol. The paging

traffic, taking into account the protocol overhead, requires an aggregate bit rate of 250

Kbit/sec. There are 32 frames per super-frame. At the beginning of each super-frame,

control information is given about paging messages (address, channel). Each frame contains

control information and message slots of 600 bits each. Each message slot is at a different

frequency so a receiver only needs to operate at the message bit rate, not at the aggregate

bit rate. The frequency hopping rate is made equal to the frame rate to reduce the protocol

implementation complexity and is kept low to minimize power consumption.

Typically, more than one parameter configurations are evaluated. For example,

first we can evaluate the "cost" of an optimal configuration of protocol-related variables

that uses TDMA channel access for the user and then the cost of a configuration that uses

FDMA. The "cost" of the specific configuration can either be determined heuristically by

the designer or according to 5.4.1.
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Variable Value Objective

modulation OMSK re-usability

detection incoherent re-usability, power, easiness
"channel noise"(C/I) lOdB power
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Table 5.5: "PHY" Variables

5.5.1.3 Physical Layer (PHY)

At this layer the specific modulation and detection scheme are determined. Also

a more detailed "channel" model, taking into account interference is used, in order to

derive specifications for the performance of the RF front-end transmitter of the system,

such as an overall C/I requirement so that the BER requirement is satisfied. The system-

level simulation of the communication system including the channel interference effects

can be done with Ptolemy and again a heuristic "cost function" can be used according

to 5.4.1. A summary of the variables determined at this layer is given in Table 5.5. As

"constraints" or design constants, the variables of the previous layers are used, together

with the FCC/environmental constraints of Table 5.2.

5.5.1.4 RF Layer

At the cost function of the APP, MAC, PHY layer high level parameters, the

following trade-offs related to the the analog RF front-end implementation should be con

sidered:

compression algorithm: low bits/sec so overall bandwidth is minimized and simpler

modulation techniques can be used to simplify the RF requirements. Requires more

DSP and better bit error rate.

hops/frame: as low as possible for relaxing the frequency synthesizer requirements and re

ducing lost bits due to synchronization. The limit is FCC regulations and interference

tolerance.

access scheme/slot: TDM A woidd be simpler, since no narrow-band channel selection

has to be made. However, FDMA is used to minimize the processing rate of the user

and, as a consequence, the user power dissipation.
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slots/frame: low, so that if FDMA is used, channels are not very close and filtering is

easier. If slots/frame is too low, the average delivery time for a page may be unac

ceptable.

frames/super-frame: high, sopower is minimized (RFisonly active once per super-frame

when not receiving). The limit is the delivery delay requirement.

modulation efficiency: low, so constant envelope schemes such as FSK or GMSK can

be used to simplify the RF implementation. GMSK rather than FSK is used for

re-usability though.

The choice of the above variables limits the possible RF architectures and puts

significant limitations in RF implementation. The design methodology for the RF layer is

being discussed in 5.6.

5.5.2 Architecture/Implementation Layer

After the details of the functionality have been determined at the functional layers,

a specific hardware/software architecture and implementation have to be defined. Deter

mining the trade-offs between different architectures requires high-level evaluation of the

specific implementation of the architecture. For this reason those layers are considered

simultaneously.

At first, a rough architecture has to be chosen; it may consist for example of a

micro-processor, a DSP core, a bus, a memory, an FPGA for more specialized hardware

operations, and an RF path as in Figure 5.6. The "cost" of the architecture is evaluated by

taking into consideration a combination of:

• availability of blocks,

• estimated power consumption

• estimated re-usability and ease of design for the blocks that are not already available.

However, to be able to evaluate the functionality of the architecture, some block-

level implementation details are needed, such as type of logic used in the FPGAs, type of

software running in the fiP and the DSP core and type of RF block architecture used.

Once the architecture has been decided, the next step is to specify details about

the implementation; for example what specific block architecture will be used for the RF
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portion, or how the DSP will be programmed and be interfaced with the FPGA to performed

the specified functional tasks within the timing and power constraints given.

For the digital part of the implementation, the POLIS hardware-software co-design

methodology can be used or the commercially available VCC [110].

For the analog portion of the architecture, different tools have to be used. However

it is crucial to be able to evaluate trade-offs between the analog and the digital domain; for

example, the analog RF front end architecture can have a digital final demodulation stage,

so the cost of the speed/power/difficulty of the digital implementation has to be considered

for the specific analog architecture. For this reason the two sub-systems, the analog and

the digital have to be considered simultaneously as implied in Figure 5.3.

The analog sub-system has to pass to PoLis the following information:

• A/D #bits

• sample rate

• "channel" noise model due to analog system

• other control information for the DSP, for example DSP-based offset correction re

quirements, or DSP-based gain control requirements

At the implementation layer, a significant difference between analog and digital

constraints is that the former are basically second order effects, such as noise and distortion,

whereas the latter are functional constraints. The second order effects of the analog sub

system are modeled as "noise" at the higher layer of the hierarchy, the physical layer.

5.6 RF Design Methodology

To define an RF architecture the following process can be followed:

1. define accurately a model for the environmental "interference" ("Channel model");

2. define specific performance constraints such as BER, power

3. define objectives, such as re-usability, potential multi-standard capability, power min

imization;
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4. from 1,2, define the dynamic range, distortion and noise performance requirements

for the RF transmitter;

5. select an architecture of components;

6. partition the requirement of step 4 onto performance requirements for the blocks of

the selected architecture;

7. recursively partition each architecture as defined by top-down analog design method

ology.

In order to select an "optimal" architecture, the criteria of 5.4.1 can be used. The

methodology for the RF receiver design is shown in Figure 4.1. First, high-level simulation

(or evaluation) is used to select the architecture with the minimum "cost" or highest "flex

ibility". Using high-level simulation, the constraints for the RF receiver are mapped onto

constraints for its building blocks. The same process is followed for each one of the blocks

of the selected architecture, until the hierarchy is exhausted. The hierarchical/recursive

process stops until a library module is found meeting the specified constraints, or until it is

designed/ synthesized.

The performance of an RF receiver is typically specified by the parameters de

scribed in 4.2. Various methods can be used to partition those high-level requirements

onto RF building block constraints, as described in 4.3. Figure 4.1 shows the constraint

decomposition process for an RF receiver. At the lower levels of the hierarchy the process

has been described in Chapter 3.

The approach used for this design is analytical approximation, as described in 4.3.1.

In this approach, the interaction with the other tools is rather small: the total required

SNDR , computed at the "Physical" layer, plus the FCC limitations, are used as constraints

for this layer. There is not really a co-simulation with the digital part of the design. The

digital simulator uses the DSP requirements of the RF architecture and the A/D resolution

and rate, as constraints for the digital implementation. The total SNDR computed, can

also be used as "channel noise" in the Physical layer. Such an approximation could be

inadequate at the bottom-up verification phase where the various noise and interference

contributions can be modeled more accurately.

The information needed from the "digital" simidation to accurately predict the

performance of the RF portion are:
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• perfprmance of the digital channel filters, and digital demodulation DSP

• DSP offset correction information

• other DSP related information such as gain control steps

5.6.1 Design Objectives - High Level Optimization

In 5.4.2, the problem of high-level constraint propagation was discussed qualita

tively. Toquantify the high-level design trade-offs, the concept of"flexibility functions"([1],

Chapter 3.4.4) can be used. However, since in RF systems power minimization is a cru

cial goal, a rough estimate of power consumption, given the high-level block parameters, is

needed.

Unlike digital blocks, the optimization of power consumption of analog blocks,

given performance specifications, is often a hard task and can have different solutions de

pending on the specific topology and type of the block. Moreover, since analog performance

parameters depend on manysecond order effects, simple analytical formulas are only useful

to predict a trend rather than an accurate power performance.

Solutions have been proposed for pipelined A/D converters [111], S - A A/D
converters [112], CMOS switched capacitor baseband filters [113], LC-tuned low noise am

plifiers [114] and CMOS Gilbert-cell based mixers [115].

Based on the above, simple formulas are given for common analog blocks. These

formulas depend on constants that are process-dependent and can be extracted from the

performance of equivalent blocks for a given IC process. The following equations give

measure of the power of common analog blocks given high-level parameters:

Pgilbertjoell = (5.1)

PLCJTUNEDJ.NA = (5.2)

r/of KlO
Pvco

A/ Pnoise
(5.3)

Pa_d = MAX(KANi,it,,KBNbiu'̂ U,KcNuts2'̂ ^^*'fs) (5.4)

PpiLTER = Kpii/TER ' fa ' NpoLES (5.5)

(5.6)
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where K2-, Cq, KlnAi Hloi Hb, Kc-, Kfilter are constants, VuPz

is the input-referred third order intercept point, NF the Noise Factor, fs the sampling

frequency, Nhits the number of bits, Pnoise the phase noise, and Npoles the number of

poles. The constants in the above equations can be approximated by fitting measured data

of a design of the same architecture in the available process. Having defined the objective

function, the high-level optimization problem can be expressed as:

mtn

M

(5-7)
t=l

s.t SNDRcasEi ^

SNDRcasEk ^

NF<Ni

ViiPz > I Pi

where the objective is calculated as in (5.1) and the constraints are evaluated using

one of the simulation techniques mentioned in Chapter 4.

5.6.2 RF Architecture for VM Pager

The requirements for the RF architectures are:

• meet the constraints set by the previous layers, mainly overall SNDR, given a set of

environmental constraints and received signal conditions;

• re-usability, so that the architecture or RF building blocks can be used for a different

product;

• programmability, for the same reason as above;

• low power consumption;

• possibility of full integration;

• ease of design;
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Test Variable Value

Sensitivity min wanted signal (dBm) -90

Saturation max wanted signal (dBm) -20

in-band Blocking max in-band blocker (dBm) -37

IM3 max in-band blockers for IMz (dBm) -47

out-of-band Blocking max out-of-band blocker (dBm) 0
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Table 5.6: Environmental Conditions

An evaluation of possible architectures was done, using the above optimization

strategy and the analytical method described in 4.3.1. The most straight-forward architec

ture that can meet the performance constraints is the traditional super-heterodyne receiver

of Figure 5.7. However, since it requires many external components and hence high power

and low possibility of integration a low-digital IF architecture was also considered.

To set the exact specifications for the receiver, more detailed models of interference

are needed. Since the system operates at the unlicensed ISM band the exact conditions are

largely unknown so some rough approximations have to be made which are summarized in

Table 5.6. The values used for the interferers are "borrowed" from the IEEE 802.11 wireless

LAN standard, operating at the 2.4-2.5 GHZ ISM band. The system should maintain a

BER = 10"^ in all cases. Once a prototype is manufactured, a more accurate interference

model can be built.

5.6.2.1 Super-Heterodyne Architecture

The traditional super-heterodyne architecture was first considered, since it is the

most well-understood and typically has the best selectivity. Even though it may not be the

optimal architecture in terms of re-usability or power consumption, it can be the easiest to

implement.

The architecture is shown in Figure 5.7. The RF signal is filtered through an RF

filter and then down-converted to a fixed 30 MHz IF frequency using an RF local oscillator,

tuned at the desired 60 KHz channel. Then, the IF signalis filtered by an external, narrow

band IF filter centered at 30 MHz, amplified by an IF amplifier and finally down-converted

to DC using a fixed second local oscillator. Finally the baseband signal passes though a

variable gain amplifier and is digitized by an A/D converter.

The optimization problem for selecting the parameters of the super-heterodyne
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receiver is:

RF niter IR niter IF niter IFamp^^_^^^

Figure 5.7: Super-Heterodyne Architecture

mtn

s.t

Plna + Pmixer + ... + Pa/d

SNDRsensitivity > 10 dB

SNDRsaturation ^ 10 dB

SNDRBlockingl > 10 dB

SNDRBlocking2 > 10 dB

SNDRimz ^ 10 dB

NF<9

PiiPz > —15 dBm

—0 dBm

P^f^maxj^l^ 13 dBTTl
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(5.8)

The goal of the optimization is to minimize a measure of estimated power con

sumption maintaining a 10 dB SNDR at various environmental constraints as derived from

Table 5.6. To make sure that the analog components do not saturate, additional constraints

are given for the maximum input signal that a block can have. Finally, to have a re-usable

design, a constraint was also given for the overall noise figure, since from the sensitivity test

the noise figure required is pretty relaxed.

To evaluate the constraints, a C++ program was developed implementing the

analytical techniques described in 4.3.1. The Minos [71] nonlinear optimization package

was used to solve the problem. Optimization time was negligible, since analytical formulas
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Figure 5.8: Digital IF Architecture

were explicitly given and no behavioral simulation was used inside an optimization loop.

Table 5.7 summarizes the selected parametrized architecture. For off-chip compo

nents such as filters, fixed parameters were used matching the performance of commercially

available parts. Other RF block parameters were fixed, when they did not affect signifi

cantly the optimization problem in order to reduce the complexity. Table 5.8 summarizes

the estimated SNDR receiver performance at different cases.

5.6.2.2 Low Digital IF Architecture

A promising architecture that combines programmability, high-integration poten

tial in CMOS, low-power and potential for re-use, is the low digital-IF shown in Figure 5.8.

An RF filter is used at the front-end to eliminate out-of-ISM-band interference. After ampli

fication from a low-noise amplifier (LNA), the 500kHzband containing all the 8 transmitted

user channels is converted to a low IF of 500KHz, using I-Q mixing and an RF local oscil

lator (LO) with 500kHz step, centered at RF. The I-Q mixing is necessary at this stage,

since the converted band contains all user channels around DC, so image rejection will be

necessary at the digital stage. The 500kHz band is filtered by an anti-alias filter and then

digitized by a high dynamic range A/D converter. The digitized IF signal is digitally mixed

to DC using an image rejection scheme, and the desired user channel is selected with a

digital filter. Since the modulated signal is GMSK, there is significant content at DC, so
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Block Variable Final Value Initial Value Range

Antenna Gain (dB) 0 0 -

NF (dB) 0 0 -

input IPz (dBm) 13 13

RF Filter Gain -3 -3 -

NF (dB) 2 2 -

Attenuation (dB) 30 30 -

input IPs (dBm) 10 10 -

LNA max Gain(dB) 20 20 5...20

min Gain (dB) 0 0 -

NF (dBm) 3.5 3 2...6

input IPs (dBm) -12.2 -6

1

to
o

o

Mixer 1 max conv. Gain(dB) 6 6 -6...6

min conv. Gain(dB) 0 0 -

NF (dB) 20 10 5...20

input IPs (dBm) 10.5 20 -20...20

LOl phase noise (dBc/Hz) loo khz -89 -95

1

1—»
to

o

"l

00
o

channel spacing (KHZ) 60 - -

Flo (MHz) 902-928 - -

IF Filter Gain (dB) -3 -3 -

Vv„\V) 2e-® 2e-*^ -

Attenuation (dB) 60 60 -

input IPs (dBm) 15 15 -

IF Amp max Gain(dB) 20 20 -

min Gain (dB) 20 20 -

NF (dBm) 19 19 -

input IPs (dBm) 10

Mixer 2 max conv. Gain(dB) 0 0 -

min conv. Gain(dB) 0 0 -

NF (dB) 30 30 -

input IPs (dBm) 20 20 -

102 phase noise (dBc/Hz) loo khz -80 -80 -

channel spacing (KHZ) fixed - -

Flo (MHz) 30 -
-

VGA Amp max Gain(dB) 30 30 -

min Gain (dB) 0 0 -

2e-^ 2e-® -

input IPs (dBm) 30 30 -

A/D Gain 0 - -

# bits 10 12 4...12

Nyquist rate 0.25 Ms/s - -

Table 5.7: Super-heterodyne Architecture RF Block-Level Parameters
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Test SNDR (dB)

Sensitivity 27

Saturation 49

in-band Blocking 10.5

IM3 10

out-of-band Blocking 17.4

Performance Value

Total Noise Figure 8.85 dB

Total input IP3 -8.55 dBm

Total "Power" (final) 0.035

Total "Power"(initial) 0.143

Max Gain 77 dB

Min Gain 11 dB
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Table 5.8: Super-heterodyne Receiver Performance

offset and 1/f noise can cause interference at the user channels around DC. For this reason

a decision-based offset removal scheme is used, controlled by the DSP.

The most significant drawbacks of this architecture are the typical disadvantages

associated with direct conversion: LO leakage, time varying offsets, 1/f noise and pro-

grammability of the LO at the RF frequency.

The optimization problem for selecting the parameters is similar to the one for the

super-heterodyne receiver in (5.8).

Table 5.7 summarizes the values for the components selected. For some blocks

that are off-chip fixed parameters were used matching the performance of commercially

available parts. Other RF block parameters werefixed when they did not affect significantly

the optimization problem to reduce the optimization complexity. Table 5.8 summarizes the

estimated SNDR receiver performance at different cases and the value of the objective

function.

5.7 Conclusions

The general guidelines for the design methodology of a pager system were pre

sented, as a means to develop a more general methodology for wireless embedded systems.

Eventually, the goal is to merge the analog top-down design methodology with the PoLis

hardware software co-design methodology.
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Block Variable Final Value Initial Value Range

Antenna Gain (dB) 0 0 -

NF (dB) 0 0 -

input IP3 (dBm) 13 13 -

RF Filter Gain -3 -3 -

NF (dB) 2 2 -

Attenuation (dB) 30 30 -

input IP3 (dBm) 10 10 -

LNA max Gain(dB) 20 20 10...20

min Gain (dB) 0 0 -

NF (dBm) 2.1 3 2...6

input IP3 (dBm) -14 -6

0

0
CM

1

Mixer max conv. Gain(dB) 6 0 -6...6

min conv. Gain(dB) 0 0 -

NF (dB) 16.5 12 6...20

Image Rejection (dB) 30 30 -

input IP3 (dBm) 9.8 0 -20...20

LOl phase noise (dBc/Hz) 100 khz -88 -100 -120...-80

channel spacing (KHZ) 500 - -

Flo (MHz) 902-928 - -

AA Filter max Gain (dB) 60 50 20...60

min Gain (dB) 30 - -

lOe-^ 5c-® le-®...15e-®

Attenuation (dB) 60 - -

input IP3 (dBm) 20 20 -

A/D Gain 0 0 -

# bits 10 8 4...12

Nyquist rate 1.5 Ms/s - -

Table 5.9: Low IF Architecture RF Block-Level Parameters
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Test SNDR

Sensitivity 27

Saturation 59

in-band Blocking 10

IM3 10

out-of-band Blocking 22.1

Performance Value

Total Noise Figure 9dB

Total input IPz -12.3 dBm

Total "Power" (final) 0.045

Total "Power" (initial) 0.343

Max Gain 82

Min Gain 26

Table 5.10: Low Digital IF Receiver Performance
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The design of the pager system is done in a hierarchical way. High-level simulation

is used for the optimal selection of the design parameters at every level. The high-level

variables used and the corresponding design trade-offs were discussed. The PoLis hardware-

software co-design methodology wiU be used for the selection of an architecture for the

digital part of the design. The analog RF portion of the overall system is also considered

at every layer of the hierarchy. A high level simulation and optimization environment for

RF systems was used to evaluate specific RF architectures and system specifications were

generated for two possible RF implementations.

For the completion of the project the following steps are needed: (1) imple

mentation of analog/digital co-simulation environment, possibly in VCC, so that ana

log/digital/software trade-offs are evaluated and analog subsystem is co-simulated with the

gain control and offset removal algorithms; (2) full architectural mapping of digital/software

part; (3) possible design of standard cell/ analog blocks and fabrication.
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Chapter 6

Conclusions and Future Work

6.1 Conclusions

The goal of the research described in this dissertation was to develop and demon

strate an efficient methodology for the design of mixed-signal and analog RF systems. The

foundation for this work was the top-down, constraint-driven design methodology for analog

circuits [1].

Based on that, we developed behavioral simulation and optimization techniques to

apply the methodology in a complex mixed-signal design such as a video driver system with

on-chip programmable clock generator. In our design example, we were able to efficiently

use a variety of constraint-driven analog CAD tools that were developed in the context of

the methodology [4]. Such tools included behavioral simulation, automatic D/A synthesis

from specifications, non-Monte-Carlo noise simulation and constraint-driven analog layout

synthesis. We were able to successfully account for effects such as timing jitter, early

in the design cycle, by using behavioral simulation techniques. The overall result was

encouraging, demonstrating a significant reduction in the overall design and fabrication

time, and producing working fabricated parts from the first run. We showed that our

methodological approach to analog and mixed-signal CAD, can have an impact in the

design of large mixed-signal systems, as opposed to being able to apply it only in small

modules such as operational amplifiers and D/A converters.

We put the basis to apply our methodology into the cutting-edge area of RF

systems by developing a new system-level simulation technique, based on Volterra-Series

and harmonic balance. The simulation and modeling is done purely in the frequency domain.
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as typical specifications are given for RF systems. Unlike time-domain macro-models, it

relies on a "black-box" representation that does not depend on implementations details.

This makes it suitable to use in the context of our proposed hierarchical methodology; from

RF system level specifications in the frequency domain, models are build and simulation can

be used to partition top-level specifications onto block-level constraints; at the verification

phase, frequency-domain information in the form of look-up tables can be extracted for

individual RF blocks and the overall system can be simulated using our approach. The

results presented validate the approach in both phases of the design, top-down design and

bottom-up verification. At the top-down phase, results compare accurately with time-

domain macro-models, while demonstrating a significant improvement in simulation time.

At the verification phase, results compare accurately with fuU transistor simulation, while

the simulation time is improved by at least an order of magnitude.

Finally, the design of a voice-mail pager system was initiated as a vehicle to de

velop a more general methodology for wireless-embedded systems. The goal is to merge

the PoLis hardware software co-design methodology, intended for control dominated digi

tal embedded systems, with our analog-RF design methodology. The RF implementation

should be taken into account as early as the protocol design phase. We have demonstrated

an initial design flow from specifications to protocol design, physical layer design and RF

specification generation. We applied our design methodology to the system design of the

RF part of the voice-mail pager.

6.2 Future Work

The research in an all-encompassing methodology for wireless mixed-signal embed

ded systems is a very wide area, with many open questions. First of all, the methodology

needs to be validated with yet more complex examples, including RF transceivers. Exam

ples can be the drivers to develop and test the necessary tools to support the methodology

and also demonstrate the need for additional work in algorithms and tools.

Second, accurate simulation of all effects in RF systems, including noise, is still

needed. The Volterra-series based behavioral simulation tool presented here can be enriched

with recent developments in RF noise simulation, including cyclo-stationary noise [13] and

phase noise [116,14, 16]. Behavioral models for various types of noise sources can be built,

to provide for a full characterization of RF blocks.
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Merging the PoLis hardware-software, co-design methodology with our mixed-

signal and analog-RF design methodology is also an important direction for future research.

To provide better system optimality and explore more architectural options, the partition

between hardware/software and analog/digital has to be treated in a unihed way, before any

decision is made about the actual implementation. Research in the area of wireless protocols

that take into account the RF implementation, is necessary for that. The voice-mail pager

design example provides a vehicle to investigate those open questions.

To be able to partition a system between analog/digital hardware and software, a

more efficient characterization and modeling of analog, continuous time systems within the

PoLis - Ptolemy framework is also needed. Hybrid simulation techniques, that combine

event-driven or signal data flow with continuous time equations are also desirable.

Finally, tools and methodologies are widely accepted when they provide a good

environment for communication with the user. A unifled framework under which most of

the tools supporting the methodology can inter-operate, supported by libraries at various

levels of the design hierarchy, can have a signiflcant impact in accelerating the design of

complex wireless embedded systems.
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Appendix A

VHSim Input File Format

A brief description of the input file format of VHSim is given in this Appendix.

Each line of the input file is the description of an RF block or a control command. RF

blocks are characterized as two-ports. The "amp" and "mixer" two-ports are currently

implemented. A detailed description of the input file syntax follows;

RF block models: models of common RF building blocks such as mixers, amplifiers,

sources, impedences:

source: <name> source <p> <n> <parameterList>

<name>: name of the source

source: keyword showing that the line is a description of a source

<p> <n>: integers identifying the - terminals of the source

<parameterList>: <parameterName> <value> <parameterList>

where <parameterName> is one of the following:

f: frequency of the sinusoidal source

mag: magnitude of the sinusoidal source

phase: phase of the sinusoidal source

amp: <name> amp <pi> <ni> <P2> <n2> <parameterList>

<name>: name of the "amplifier" module

amp: keyword showing that the line is a description of an amplifier

<Pi> <ni> <P2> <n2>i integers identifying the input and output port termi

nals
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<parameterList>: <parameterName> <value> <pammeterList>

where <parameterName> is one of the following:

av voltage gain in dB. If <value> is a name of a file, the file is read and is

assumes to contain gain as a function of frequency,

gain voltage gain in dB. In case where a file is given in av, gain is the

passband gain.

PldB IdB compression point in dBm.

ip3 input-referred third order intercept point in dBm.

av3 the name of a file containing values of a third order volterra transfer

function at different input frequency combinations.

ip2 input-referred second order intercept point in dBm.

av2 the name of a file containing values of a third order volterra transfer

function at different input frequency combinations,

offset DC offset in Volts

nf Noise Figure in dB

rin input impedence in Ohms. Can also be the name of a file containing

Ilin(f).

rout output impedence in Ohms or filename as above,

rref reference impedence for two-port in Ohms

ar reverse current gain. Can also be a filename as above,

mixer: <name> amp <pi> <ni> <P2> <n2> <parameterLi8t>

<name>: name of the "mixer" module

mixer: keyword showing that the line is a description of a mixer

<Pi> <»!> <p2> <n2>: integers identifying the input and output port termi

nals

<parameterList>i <parameterName> <value> <parameierList>

where <parameterName> is any of the parameters specified for the module

"amp" with the following additional parameters/differences:

lo the local oscillator frequency for the mixer in Hz

mainSideBand -hi for upconversion or -1 for downconversion

av the conversion gain in dB, or a filename
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avi the image gain in dB or a filename

rfleak leakage term from input to output (zero-order side-band transfer

function) or filename

spurious2 second order spurious response at mainSideBand •2 in dB

spuriousS third order spurious response at mainSideBand •3 in dB

av2i filename for second order volterra-transfer function at the image band

av3i filename for third order volterra-transfer function at the image band

imp: <name> imp <p> <n> <parameterList>

<name>: name of the impedence

source: keyword showing that the line is a description of an impedence

<p> <n>: integers identifying the -f, - terminals of the impedence

<paramet€rList>: <parameterName> <value> <parameterList>

where <parameterName> is one of the following:

mag, r: magnitude of the impedence (ohms) or nameof file containing val

ues of Z(f) at different frequencies

phase: phase of the impedence

options command: options <optionList>

options: keyword showing that the line is an options line

<optionList> <optionName> <value> <optionList>

where <optionName> is one of the following:

fwanted frequency of wanted output harmonic for computation of SNDR

fmax maximum frequency allowed in the harmonic balance algorithm

abstol absolute tolerance for convergenve of Newton-Raphson iteration

reltol relative tolerance for convergenve of Newton-Raphson iteration

maxorder integer for maximum order of nonlinearity alUowed

maxside integer for maximum sideband frequency number allowed

output command: output < nodeil > ...< nodeM >

where nodei are the nodes for which an output solution file for the node voltage E(f)

will be produced
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SpectreHDL Macro-Models

//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
Mixer model

models Rin, Rout, offsets, ip2, ip3, conversion gain, noise figure
models frequency dependant behavior at IF by specifying
filter as in "filter.def"

Author: lason F. Vassiliou 9/19/96

//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////

#define fkt 1.66e-20

#define tnorm 300

«define Kb 1.3806226e-23

#define pi 3.14159
#define no.value 10000

#define undefined -1

#include "filter.def"

#include "nlamp.def"
#include "basic_mixer.def"

#include "impedence.def"
module vsource;

module resistor;

module capacitor;
module inductor;

module svcvs;

module vcvs;

module mixer (ina, lo.node, commona, outa)

149
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(conversion.gain,
f.ifappr, f.iftype, f_ifripple, f.ifattn,
f.iforder, Rin,Cin,Lin, Rout,Cout,Lout , Rnorm,

ip2, ip3, compidb, vsat, vos, vdc,
noise_figure,limit,rel_polyl_2)

node[V, I] ina, lo.node, commona, outa;
parameter real conversion.gain = 20;

// conversion gain (in dB)

parameter real f_ifl= lOOeS;
// f.ifl, f_if2, f.if3 , f_if4 comer frequencies
//for passband filter after mixer

parameter real f_if2=: undefined;

// defaults -1,-1,-1,-1 (no filter), fl,f2 = -1 lovpass
parameter real f_if3= undefined; // f3, f4 = undefined highpass
parameter real f_if4= undefined; // filter generation program is used

// filter types supported: same as in filter module

// type of filtering at IF
parameter enum •Cbutterworth,chebyschev,ichebyschev,elliptic} f_ifappr = butterworth;
parameter enum {lowpass, highpass, bandpass, bandstop} f.iftype = lowpass;
parameter real f_ifripple =0.1;
parameter real f_ifattn = 40;

parameter integer f_iforder = 5;
parameter real Rin = undefined; // input resistence (Ohm) undefined for "infinite"
parameter real Gin = undefined; // input capacitance (F), undefined for 0 default
parameter real Lin = undefined; // input inductance (H), undefined for 0 default

parameter real Rout =0.0 ; // output resistence (Ohm)
parameter real Gout = undefined; // output capacitance (F), undefined for 0 default
parameter reed Lout = undefined; // output inductance (H), undefined for 0 default

parameter reed Rnorm =50.0; // normalizing reference resistence for NF

parameter real ip2 = no.value;
//second order intercept point in dBV (output referred)

parameter real ip3 = no.value;
//third order intercept point in dBV (output referred)

parameter real compldb=no_value;
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//-IdB compression point in dBV (output referred)

pairameter real vsat = 5.0; // saturation voltage
parameter real vos =0.0; // input referred offset (in V)
parameter real vdc =0.0; // dc output
parameter real noise.figure = 0.0;

// noise figure in dB ; refer to SOohm input source impedence

parameter real limit = 1;
// point of dB drop from ideal value until polynomial model is
// valid default = 1: model valid imtil -IdB compression point

parameter real rel_polyl_2 = 0.8;
// if both ip3, comp-idB are given rel_polyl_2 defines region
// of polynomiial giving ip3 relative to the -IdB compression point
// by default set to 0.8 vin_-ldB

nodeCV, I] inxa,inya,outya»outka,outla,outza;
real vnoise;

real nvec[4];
real vdc_total=0.0;

vdc_total = vdc + vos * pow(10, 0.05* conversion.gain);
vnoise= fkt*Rnorm * (pow(10.0,0.1*noise_figure) - 1.0) ;
nvecCO] = 1.0;
nvec[l] = vnoise ;
nvec[2] = lOOOeS;
nvec[3] = vnoise;

vsource vn(inxa, inya) (dc=0.0, noisevec=nvec); //input referred noise

resistor rdum(ina» inxa) (r=le-9);

impedence zin(inya»commona) (R=Rin,C=Cin,L=Lin);

vcvs forward(outya, commona, inya, commona) (gain=1.0);

nonlinear.module nll(outya,outza) (gain = conversion.gain, ip2=ip2, ip3=ip3,
compldb = compldb, vsat =vsat, vos =0.0,
vos =0.0 , vdc = 0.0, limit=limit,

rel_polyl_2 = rel_polyl_2);
// nonlinearities and clipping
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basic_mixer mixerKoutza, lo_node, outka) (gain = 1.0, offset=vdc_total);
filter filter.if(outka, outla, conmona) (fl = f.ifi, f2 = f_if2,

f3 = f.ifS, f4 = f.if4,

attn=f.ifattn, ripple=f.ifripple,
filtertype=f.ifappr, type =f.iftype,
order = f.iforder);

impedence zout(outla, outa) (R=Rout,C=Cout,L=Lout);

//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
nonlinear amplifier model

models ip2, ip3, P-ldB, Voffset, clipping; auxiliary model
to be used with complete amplifier or mixer model

Author: lason F. Vassiliou 9/19/96

//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////

#define no.value 10000

// vout = al*v+a2*v''2+a3*v''3

//includes clipping and offset
//model valid to -1 db compression, another polynomial
//valid from -Idb compression to saturation

module nonlinear.module(in,out) (gain,ip2,ip3, compldb, vsat,
vos,vdc,limit,rel.poly1.2)

nodeCV, I] in, out;

parameter real gain = 20;
parameter real ip2=no.value;
// second order intercept point in dBV (output referred)

peurameter real ip3sno.vaG.ue;
// third order intercept point in dBV (output referred)

parameter real compldb =no.value;
// -IdB compression point in dBV (input referred)

parameter real vsat^S; // saturation voltage
parameter real vos^O; // input referred offset
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parameter real vdc=0; // dc output
parameter real limit = 1;
// point of dB drop from ideal value until polynomial model is valid
// default =: 1: model valid until -IdB compression point

parameter real rel_polyl_2 = 0.8;
// if both ip3, comp-ldB are given rel_polyl.2 defines region
//of pol3rnomiial giving ip3 relative to the -IdB compression point
// by default set to 0.8 vin_-ldB

•C
real cl = 1.0; // coefficients of nonlinear polynomial
real c2 = 0.0;

real c3 = 0.0

real c3a =0.0; // different 3rd order coefficient when both
// ip3, -IdB point are defined

real cO = 0.0;

real dl =1.0;

real d3 = 0.0;

real dO = 0.0; // coefficients of nonlinear polynomial at compression

real v.poly.limit, v_poly_limit_ip3;
real vin_ldb,v_limit,vin_ldb_ip3 ;
real v_limit_l;

read vout,vin,vmax,vinl;

real vin_eff;

integer linear = 0;
integer both.defined = 0;

initial •(

// now calcul;ate polynomial coefficients:
// from meyers notes
// IM2 = second order/lst order = c2x'^2/clx

// IM3 = 3d/1st = 3/4 c3x^3/clx
// for ip im.n = 1, x = pow(10.0, 0.05*ip)

cl = powClO.O, 0.05 * gain);

if((compldb == no_value) (ip3 == no.value))

if(ip2 < no_value)
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// model includes only 2nd order disto

c2 = 1.0*cl*cl/pow(10.0, 0.05*ip2);
$waming("2nd order nonlinearity");

// region of validity: define the point where 2nd order
// term = 50*/, of first order term (not v-ldb)

v_poly_limit = 0.5*cl/c2;

}

else // purely linear model

vmax = vsat/cl; // not -Idb point, just saturation point
$waming("linear");
linear = 1;

}

>

else if((compldb == no.value) && (ip3 < no.value))

// define 3rd order model based on ip3
•C
if(ip2 < no_value)

c2 = 1.0*cl*cl/pow(10.0, 0,0S*ip2);
c3 = -1.0*cl*cl*cl*4.0/(3.0*pow(i0.0, 0.1*ip3));
$warning("defined from ip3");
// now define region of validity: conventionally up to -IdB
//compression assuming cl, c3 having opposite signs

v.poly_limit = sqrt(-4.0/3.0*cl/c3*(1.0 - pow(10.0, -limit*O.OS )));
vin.ldb = sqrt(-4.0/3.0*cl/c3*(1.0 - pow(10.0, -0.05 )));

}

else if((compldb < no.value) (ip3 == no.value))

// define 3rd order model based on -IdB point

$waming("defined from comp Idb");
vin_ldb = powdO.O, 0.05* compldb );
if(ip2 < no.value)
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c2 = 1.0*cl*cl/pow(10.0, 0.05*ip2);
c3 = -4/3*cl/vin_ldb/vin_ldb*(1.0 - pow(10,-0.05));
v_poly_limit = sqrt(-4.0/3.0*cl/c3*(1.0 - powClO.O, -limit*0.OS ) ));

else // ip3, -Idb point both defined use from 0 to vin_ldb/2
// use c3 defined by ip3 and from vin_ldb/2 to vin.ldb
// use c3 defined by -IdB. use co for cimtinuity.

both.defined = 1;

$waming("both ip3 and comp-i dB point defined \n using 2 different polynomials");
vin_ldb = powClO.O, 0.05* compldb );

$strobe("vin.ldb = '/.f", vin_ldb);
if(ip2 < no.value)

c2 = 1.0*cl*cl/pow(10.0, 0.05*ip2);

c3 = -4/3*ci/vin_ldb/vin«ldb*(1.0 - pow(10,-0.05));
c3a = -1.0*cl*cl*cl*4.0/(3.0*pow(10.0, 0.1*ip3));

// compare the 2 limits and chose the smaller

v.poly.limit.ip3 = sqrt(-4.0/3.0*ci/c3a*(1.0 - powClO.O, -limit*0.05 ) ));
v.poly.limit = sqrt(-4.0/3.0*cl/c3*(1.0 - powClO.O, -limit*0.05 ) ));
ifC v_poly_limit_ip3 < v_poly_limit)

v.poly.limit = v_poly_limit.ip3;
vin.ldb_ip3 = sqrtC-4.0/3.0*cl/c3a*Cl.O - powClO.O, -0.05 ) ));
ifCvin_ldb_ip3 < vin.ldb) vin.ldb = vin_ldb_ip3;
v.limit.l = vin.ldb » rel_polyl_2;
cO = Cc3a-c3) * v.limit.l * v.limit.l ♦v.limit.l;

>

// now define model close to saturation

ifClinear == 0)

// model is vout = dO + dl vin* + d3 vin'^S

// vin' = vin - vin.ldb

// conditions : continuity and 1st derivative continuity at
// vin.Idb and vmax, where vmeuc gives vout = vsat
// 4 equations and 4 unknowns Cd0,dl,d3,vmax)

v.limit = v.poly.limit;
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dO =v_limit * (cl + v.limit * (c2 +v«liniit * c3))+c0;

dl = cl + 2. 0*c2*v«liiQit + 3.0*c3*v_limit*v_liniit;

vmax = 1.5*(vsat-d0)/dl;

d3 = -dl/(3.0*vmax*vmax);

}

$strobG("vin.ldb = '/.f cl = '/.f c2= '/.f c3= cO= c3a= 7.f",
vin_ldb,cl,c2,c3,c0,c3a);

$strobG("dO= *ht dl = */,f d3= */.f vliinit= '/.f vmax= 7,f v_limit_l = /.f",
dO,dl,d3,,vmax,v.limit_1);

>

analog •[
vin_eff = val(in) + vos;

if(vin_eff < 0)

vin = -1.0*vin_Gff;

gIsg

vin = vin.Gff;

ifClinGar ~ 1) // only linoar modol vith saturation

if(vin <= vmax)

vout = vin * cl;

gIsg

vout = vsat;

}

gIsg if(both.dGfiuGd == 1)

// 4 rGgions: for ip3, comp -IdB, bafora saturation, saturation

if(vin <= v_limit_l)

vout = vin * (cl + vin * (c2 +vin » c3a));
alsa if(vin <= v_poly_limit)

vout = vin * (cl + vin * (c2 +vin * c3))+c0 ;
alsa if(vin <= vmax+v_poly.limit)

vinl = vin - v.poly.limit;
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vout = dO + dl*vinl + d3*vinl*vinl*vinl;

>
else

vout = vsat;

>
else // only one of ip3, -Idb point defined

// 3 regions: small disto, before saturation, saturation

if(vin <=v_poly«limit ) {
vout = vin * (cl + vin * (c2 +vin * c3));
if(vout > vsat) vout = vsat;

}
else if ((vin > v_poly_limit) && (vin <= (vmax+ v.poly.limit )))

vinl = vin - v.poly.limit;
vout = vinl * (di + vinl * vinl * d3)+d0;

else

vout = vsat;

if(vin.eff > 0)
val(out) <- vout+vdc;

else

val(out) <- -1.O*vout+vdc;
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